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ABSTRACT
AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF CRITERION-REFERENCED
DATA COLLECTED BY MASTERY TESTING
VERSUS REPEATED ITEM- EXAMINEE
SAMPLING (January, 1975)
Peter E. Schriber, B.S., M.S., State University
College, New Paltz, New York
Ed.D. University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. William Phillip Gorth
This study focuses on the use of criterion-referenced
testing in the classroom. Two systematic procedures for con-
structing and using criterion-referenced tests were compared
as to their ability to provide data useful to the teacher for
making decisions about individual student achievement. One
procedure was mastery testing, the posttest measurement of
individual student performance. The other type of testing
compared was Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM) . The
basic CAM design employs item-examinee sampling whereby a
series of randomly parallel test forms would measure all ob-
jectives for a semester with each objective measured by sev-
eral test items across forms. In sum, mastery tests focus on
individual student mastery and CAM tests on group data.
The purpose of the study was to compare CAM testing
to mastery testing to determine if CAM does complement mastery
testing, i.e., do the two modes of testing provide data of
practical use to the teacher and are the two types of testing
actually furnishing different types of information? The key
Vresearch questions posed were: (1) Are items which appear
on both types of tests answered differently (i.e., have dif-
ferent item difficulties)? and (2) Are early CAM and mastery
test scores useful in predicting student success in the course?
The sample was 256 ninth and tenth grade students tak-
general biology
. There were six CAM and four mastery test
administrations given during one semester. Students were ar-
ranged into eight testing groups with each group taking six
different CAM forms in a prescribed sequence.
Major results were:
(1) Encountering an item first on a CAM test (before
instruction) and later on a mastery test had no
effect on student performance on the item on the
mastery test. However, students performed sig-
nificantly more poorly on an item when it was en-
countered after instruction on a CAM test than
when it was encountered on the mastery test.
(2) The first mastery test score and the score of a
standardized verbal ability measure were much
better predictors of the global measures of stu-
dent progress and of final semester grade than
the early CAM scores. A second analysis of the
usefulness of several prediction equations to
the teacher for making decisions about individual
student progress showed the standardized verbal
vi
Lest, score and first mastery test score to be
equally useful for predicting success. The
least useful were early CAM scores.
The results of this study have implications for the
classroom teacher. The analyses show the strength of teacher-
constructed criterion-referenced tests in providing much use-
ful data for classroom management. Additionally, the last
set of analyses respond directly to a statement made by Hively,
et a_l
. ,
1 (1973) in which the diagnosis of a student's learn-
ing may be useful in predicting "his behavior (in a non-sta -
ti stlcal, Inductive fashion ) in natural situations which have
some properties in common with the test items" within the con-
tent domain (underlining added)
. Statistical prediction was
achieved by this study to properties related to the content
domain. Early mastery tests were shown to be useful in pre-
dicting final course success giving the teacher the opportunity
to meet individual needs in instruction. The results indicate
that the early differentiation of students on future course
success may be better done (and done well) by early short-term
mastery posttests than by tests which sample content of a
large portion of the course.
J-W. Hively, G. Maxwell, G. Rabehl , D. Sens ion, &. S.
Lundin, Dorna in - re fereneed curriculum evaluation: A technic < i
:
handbook and a case study from the MTNN EFlAljl Pro j ec t , CSE Mon-
ograph Scries in Eva luation , No . Los Angeles: Center for
the Study of Evaluation, University of California, 1973, page
15 .
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Within the last 15 years there have been widespread
movements toward the individualization of instruction in ed-
ucation and toward the formulation of curricula based on ex-
plicitly stated objectives for the outcomes of instruction.
Several now well-known models for individualized instruc-
tion have been developed. The acronyms from three of these
models have entered the jargon of education signifying cate-
gories of instructional approaches. The three models are
’’computer-assisted instruction" (CAI) (Suppes, 1966; Atkin-
son, 1968; Atkinson and Wilson, 1970), "program for learning
in accordance with needs" (PLAN) (Flanagan, 1967, 1969), and
"individually prescribed instruction" (IPI) (Glaser, 1968).
The emphasis on objective-based curricula has re-
sulted in a movement back to the use of behaviorally stated
learning outcomes popular in this country, particularly in
the areas of mathematics and grammar, during the 1930s and
1940s. Thirty years ago Dodd (1943) suggested a procedure
for "operationalizing" statements of goals for learning so
that outcomes could be measured through the observation of
1
2the learner s behavior. Now with the strong emphasis on
meeting the needs of the individual through instruction, the
renewed interest in designing curricula which lend themselves
to the measurement of individual progress on absolute versus
relative (i.e., normative) standards has led to a prolifera-
tion of methods for identifying, constructing, using and se-
lecting behaviorally stated objectives (Bloom, Hastings, and
Madaus
,
1971).
With the advent of the "taxonomy of educational ob-
jectives" (cognitive domain: Bloom, 1956; affective domain:
Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia, 1964; and the parallel taxonomy
of Gagne, 1965) the general educational community was pre-
sented with a means of structuring objectives within a cur-
riculum. This structuring was the ingredient generally lack-
ing from the objectifying schemes of the 1930s and 1940s.
Not only was behavior and content of educational objectives
required to be specified, but the behavior specified in the
objective was placed within a hierarchial framework. Added
to this were adaptations of the computer to educational ap-
plications (e.g., computer-assisted instruction) and the
combination of the computer and operationalized objectives
in programmed instruction. In all probability Mager ' s (1962.)
book entitled Preparing Objectives for Programmed Instruction
was read by more people not involved in programmed instruc-
tion than by people who were involved.
The demand for behaviorally stated, or what is now
generally termed "performance-based" curricula, has been ex-
3pressed by the numerous objective and test item banks coming
into prominence such as the Instructional Objective Exchange
(IOX) (Popham, 1971) and the New York State Education Depart-
ment's large and well-organized bank for the State's System
for Program Planning, Evaluation and Development (SPPED)
(O'Reilly, 1973). Many textbooks, following in the footsteps
of Mager
,
Bloom, and others, are describing procedures for
constructing behavioral objectives and using them in the
classroom (e.g., Mager, 1972; Sund and Picard, 1972; Tanner,
1972; Vargas, 1972).
All these changes in emphasis on the modes of teach-
ing and of constructing and using curricula have not left
the area of measurement untouched. Measurement to determine
whether students have achieved specifically stated learning
outcomes requires that the learning of the objective be dem-
onstrated by the performance of the behaviors stated in the
objective. Thus, the individual's performance is measured
in terms of absolute criteria rather than the relative crite-
ria of his rank on a test or content domain with a specified
group. Tests which collect such data are termed "criterion-
referenced" tests, a term which appears to have first entered
the educational measurement literature in an article by Glaser
(1963)
.
The present study considered the application of
criterion-referenced testing to the classroom with emphasis
on gathering data for program management rather than for as-
sessment of individual student progress. Specifically, the
4purpose of this research was to document several of the
strengths and limitations of criterion-referenced testing
i.or instructional decision making by contrasting two uses
of the testing. One use was gathering data for individual
student guidance. This type of testing has been called "mas-
tery testing or unit testing" and will be more fully de-
fined in Section 1.1.3. The second use of criterion-
referenced testing was gathering data for instructional pro-
gram decisions. The focus of the data is on group measure-
ment rather than individual measurement which is the focus
of the data in mastery testing. A particular application of
this use of criterion-referenced testing is the major com-
ponent of Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM) (Allen,
1968, Allen and Gorth, 1971). In 1971 the CAM technique was
a formative evaluation model wherein a set of course-repre-
sentative test forms are constructed and administered in a
longitudinal testing design to gather data useful in program
evaluation. (Since 1971 the CAM model has been expanded to
include criterion-referenced mastery testing designs as well
as the longitudinal item-examinee testing designs [see for
example O'Reilly, Gorth, and Pinsky, 1973] . The present
study was conducted when the acronym CAM represented the lon-
gitudinal testing design only.) The CAM model will be more
fully described in Section 1.1.2. It was selected for con-
trast with mastery testing for student guidance because: (1)
it is a well-defined, documented, and piloted technique used
for formative program evaluation and (2) it has been advertized
5as being capable of supplying supplementary data useful for
program decisions which complement data from mastery testing
and other data-gathering techniques whose principal purpose
is individual student assessment (Allen, 1968; Allen and
Gorth, 1971).
1.1.1 The instructional model sensitive to individ -
ual differences
. Maintaining an instructional environment
sensitive to individual differences and the necessity of mak-
ing program decisions requires that instruction and learning
function within a cybernetic system (Merrill, 1968; Glaser
and Nitko, 1971). This system is characterized by the capac-
ity to govern itself and provides for information to be col-
lected on student performance useful in instructional deci-
sion making for both individuals and groups in a cyclical
manner. It is a closed system in that it is self-contained
and self-regenerative (Merrill, 1968). The system operates
when vital information is collected at the appropriate inter-
vals and instructional decisions are made when necessary and
based on the information gathered. Such decisions include
the periodic re-assessment and refinement of the system.
The components necessary for a functional cybernetic
instructional system have been identified by Glaser and Nitko
(1971) . In addition to the periodic feedback for system im-
provement, there are five additional essential components:
1. Instructional objectives are specified in terms
of observable student behavior.
62. Before a student begins a segment of instruction
a diagnosis of his initial learning capabilitiesis made
.
3. The student is placed in instruction according
to the diagnosis of his state of learning.
4. Student performance is monitored and assessed
continuously as learning occurs.
5. Instruction proceeds in a fashion determined by
the available resources, assessment of perfor-
mance, and standards of learning competence.
The research performed for this present study addressed
components 2 and 4 as well as the cybernetic feedback frame-
work. The chief type of data useful for instructional deci-
sion making is criterion-referenced data (Glaser, 1963; Popham
and Husek, 1969; Glaser and Nitko, 1971). The two types of
criterion-referenced testing compared in this study relate
directly to the need for two foci of achievement data neces-
sary for program management, the individual and the group.
1.1.2 Comprehensive Achievement and Monitoring (CAM)
testing
. CAM is a formative evaluation model which employs
criterion-referenced testing to gather longitudinal data for
a group of students on all objectives being tested in a pro-
gram including student achievement, curriculum, and instruc-
tional treatment. The CAM technique functions as a systematic
procedure for continuous performance assessment. Its d ign
has the following components:
1. A curriculum composed of behaviorally stated ob-
jectives and test items referenced directly to
specific objectives.
72. Item sampling in the form of a series of randomlyparallel test forms where each test form containsitems representative of the program.
3. Tests administered longitudinally across the
course
.
4. Analysis of test data and reporting of results
by computer shortly after each test occasion.
5. Use of data by program managers, evaluators,
teachers, and students for decisions regarding
instructional treatment, curriculum, and the
CAM design being used.
To implement CAM, the student population is divided
into student schedule groups" (SSGs) for the purpose of
testing. The term "schedule" refers to the unique order in
which each SSG is administered the CAM test forms. An SSG
is a sample of students representative (i.e., a simple or
stratified random sample) of the population. All members
of a SSG take the same test form at a test administration.
Each SSG is equal in size to every other. No SSG takes the
same test form as another at a given test administration and,
typically, no SSG takes the same form twice.
The result of administering a set of randomly paral-
lel test forms repeatedly during a program to the student
groups is data on all tested instructional objectives at ev-
ery administration. Therefore, data are available for instruc-
tional decision making at multiple points during a program.
CAM was developed to provide: (1) an efficient method
for measuring learning and (2) an effective feedback of re-
sults to students, teachers, and school administrators. Over
the past five years (1967-1971) CAM has been used with nearly
850,000 students in 10 states (Allen and Gorth, 1971). The
trend data it returns for decision making are based on three
time periods for a given instructional objective: prein-
struction, immediate postinstruction and intervals a month
or later following instruction.
The course-representative nature of the test forms
employed provides that every student begins taking tests that
are mostly pretest in content. Gradually, as more instruc-
tion occurs, the tests provide both pretest and posttest
data, pretest-posttest-later retention data, and finally
posttest and later retention data only. The object is to
produce group-trend data on all course objectives gathered
at frequent intervals across all students which is immediate-
ly useful for instructional decision making usually on a bi-
weekly or monthly basis.
The elements in the CAM design are not new. What is
new is the use of what Campbell and Stanley (1963) call a
"quasi-experimental" data-gathering design in classroom eval-
uation with criterion-referenced testing. The data-gathering
design is a type of time-series design wherein a series of
measurements or observations are conducted over time on an
individual or group. The purpose of the design is to deter-
mine the effect of a given intervention occurring at a speci-
fic point in time. The diagram of the design is as follows
with "0” designating an observation and
MX" the point of in-
tervention (e.g., instructional treatment):
Campbell and Stanley (1963) report a quasi-experimental
,
time-series design which closely approximates the CAM data-
gathering design. The design is termed a "counterbalanced
design" in which precision of experimental control is sought
by entering all subjects into all treatments. One method of
achieving this, which CAM does, is to use a Latin-square ar-
rangement. Thus, using as an example a counterbalanced de-
sign of a series of four CAM test forms and four student
schedule groups (SSGs)
,
the CAM design would appear as fol-
lows (where the subscripts designate CAM test forms)
:
TABLE 1.1.1
The CAM Design as a Time-Series
Counterbalanced Design
Student
Schedule Group
(SSG)
Test Occasion
1 2 3 4
1 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 0
1 3 4 2
2 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 0
2 1 3 4
3 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 0
3 4 2 1
4 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 0
4 2 1 3
Note . —
X
= point of intervention
0 = an observation
10
Counterbalancing is present in that:
1. Each SSG is representative of the population and
equal in size.
2. Each SSG takes the four CAM test forms (1, 2, 3,
and A) at different occasions.
3. Each test form is course representative.
4. Due to conditions 1, 2, and 3 above, change in
performance in any column of 0's compared to any
other column would be interpreted as a change in
student learning.
This counterbalancing can be summarized by pointing out that
each combination of variables in Table 1.1.1 (groups, occa-
sions and testing treatments) occurs equally often (thus, a
Latin-square design) (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) . Again,
the idea is an application of a previously developed and used
experimental design dating at least to McCall (1923) when it
was then termed a "rotation experiment."
1.1.3 Unit testin g. Unit testing is used in this
study synonymously with the term "mastery testing." Unit
tests are designed to measure the performance of individual
students on one or more objectives or concepts. The purpose
of the test is to determine individual mastery over the set
of objectives or concepts involved. This is accomplished by
having one or more items on the test for each objective or
concept tested. The test generally is used as a pretest or
posttest for the particular segment of study represented by
the test content. Typically, unit tests do not overlap in
the objectives they measure and thus provide either a single
11
pretest or posttest estimate of achievement, or a pretest-
posttest pair of achievement estimates of individual perfor-
mance. Ihus
,
the data are useful for individual student guid-
ance. Such tests, therefore, can be used either as diagnostic
instruments or as measures of achievement.
The term "unit testing" was used in this study to de-
note that the tests measure performance on units of objec-
tives which were the basic components of the course in the
study
.
1.1.4 Program management and instructional decision
making
. The purpose of this study was to contrast the two
types of criterion-referenced testing: the CAM testing, which
focused on obtaining group data and unit testing, which fo-
cused on obtaining individual student data. Important in such
a comparison is whether or not the two techniques complement
each other in the data they supply for classroom and program
management
.
Educational measurement provides the information nec-
essary for making decisions concerning the development, oper-
ation, evaluation, and refinement of the instructional process
(Glaser and Nitko, 1971). Often the chief source of data for
making such decisions has come from teacher-constructed pre-
tests and posttests on segments of the course under study.
The general purpose of this testing has been to manage the
learning environment of the individual student. Program man-
agement is sometimes equated with the guidance of the individ-
12
ual student through testing or classwork which supplied data
considered relative only to that individual's performance.
However, other decisions are necessary in program management
in addition to focusing merely on guidance of the individual
through a program (Merrill, 1968; Glaser and Nitko, 1971).
Even to make sound decision on individual student achieve-
ment, the rationale behind this research study was that data
other than individual student pretest and posttest mastery
data are necessary. To identify these data needs, an exam-
ination of the types of instructional decisions is fruitful.
O'Reilly and Gorth (1972) classify instructional decisions
into four general categories:
1. Type 1: Decisions for guidance of the individual
student through a program.
2. Type 2: Ongoing program decisions, i.e., those
involving the development, refinement, and justi-
fication of the instructional design which in-
cludes the instructional mode and materials and
minor curricular modifications and refinement.
3. Type 3: Curriculum development, re-organization,
and revision beyond minor refinements to existing
curricular packages
.
4. Type 4: Comparative product evaluation where one
instructional treatment is compared to another in
terms of effectiveness.
Typically, teachers usually make decisions of Types 1
and 2 while specialists deal with Types 3 and 4. As men-
tioned before, for Type 1 decisions traditional classroom
testing in the form of mastery testing provides the data base.
Type 2 decisions are ongoing program decisions most often
13
made by the teacher and include curricular refinements such
as resequencing instructional objectives for presentation
and modifying individual objectives, instructional approaches
and materials. Large-scale reformulations of curricula are
Type 3 decisions and are generally the task of curriculum
development teams. Comparative product evaluation (Type 4
decisions) involves the comparison of instructional treat-
ments and is the concern of program managers and research
specialists
.
Program management typically involves the continual
making of decision Types 1 and 2. Group performance data,
which summarize the group's performance in the program, are
necessary for putting an individual's performance into per-
spective. Questions relating to ongoing program decisions
are relevant to individual guidance and include: Are sev-
eral students having the same failures or successes? Is in-
struction misleading to more than this one student? Is in-
struction guiding or aiding the students as expected? and
Is the cause of failure faulty student performance, faulty
specification of an objective or faulty teaching? Both group
and individual student data are necessary for making decisions
relevant to answering these questions and to selecting appro-
priate instructional alternatives to improve the instruction-
al situation.
CAM is designed to provide data for decision Types 2,
3, and 4; unit or mastery testing is designed to provide data
for decision Type 1.
14 -
1- 2 Statement of the Problem
The interrelationships of CAM and unit testing within
a single setting are the prime focus of the research problem
of this report. Unit testing provides individual achieve-
ment data while CAM provides group data for the three time
phases of pre-instruction, post-instruction, and later re-
tention. The question arises of whether or not this is a
true description or the relationship of the two criterion-
referenced testing strategies. The answer to this question
lies in an investigation of the issues concerning the inter-
relationship of the two
.
One issue is whether or not the data gathered from
the two types of criterion-referenced testing serve differ-
ent purposes. CAM gathers data primarily useful for decision
making about groups; unit testing gathers data primarily use-
ful for decision making about individual students (or groups
at one point in time for a segment of the program) . A sec-
ond issue concerns the actual ability of the CAM technique
to provide information which supplements individual assess-
ment data for instructional decision making.
The questions investigated in this report focus on
these issues in a manner that provides results directly ap-
plicable to the classroom situation and chief user of the
data, the teacher. Each of the following topics is the nu-
cleus for a research question:
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- Differences among CAM test-form difficulties andthe effect of differences on data analysis,
2. The effect on test item difficulty of an item
which appears on both a longitudinal (i.e., CAM)
and unit (i.e., mastery test,
3. The association of CAM and unit test scores and
the possible overlap in information that is pro-
vided by the two, and
4. The usefulness of early CAM test scores in pre-
dicting global measures of individual student
progress
.
Little formal study has been done on the use and ef-
fects of CAM testing (two notable exceptions are Pinsky and
Gorth, 1969a, and 1969b)
. The present endeavor was a much
more detailed approach than any previous with several analy-
tical approaches not tried with CAM data previously.
1.3 Purposes of the Research
Four research questions were formulated to address
the topics listed under the statement of the problem for re-
search.
Question (1) . Are there differences among CAM test-
form difficulties at each test administration and
across test administrations?
"Test-form difficulty" is defined as the mean test
score of a group obtained on a given test form at a test ad-
ministration. To provide data for decision-making purposes,
CAM test forms must be reliable and valid indicators of per-
formance for each test administration. With criterion-
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referenced testing a basic assumption is that the test items
are valid measures of the objectives. Thus, several items
for one objective should measure equally the examinee's per-
formance of the objective and, therefore, should be equally
difficult. Test forms which are equally difficult are nec-
essary but not sufficient for test reliability and validity.
If test forms are not equally difficult, one cannot
identify individual and group growth across time. If test
forms fluctuate in relative difficulty at each test adminis-
tration, any attempt to correct for test difficulty will
vary in effectiveness from test administration to test ad-
ministration. This would make trend plotting most difficult
and tenuous. The expected change in test-form difficulty
would be that all forms should become easier at the same
rate across test administrations and this would be the re-
sult of student learning.
Another consideration in longitudinal, criterion-
referenced testing is the repeated use of the same test items.
If nonequivalence in test-form difficulty were discovered in
test piloting or early in the usage of the tests, corrective
measures can be taken to replace faulty items so that the
test user (most often the classroom teacher) w7ill not repeat-
edly give a poor test and receive misleading test results.
Question (2) . a. What is the effect on item diffi-
culty of students having encountered an item on a
CAM test form prior to encountering it on a unit
posttest?
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b. Are there differences between the
difficulty of post-instruction items first encoun-
tered on CAM test forms and the difficulty of the
same items rirst encountered on unit posttests?
Item difficulty” is defined as the proportion of
subjects responding correctly out of the total group of sub-
jects. Question 2 was desired to probe the effect on item
difficulty of subjects encountering an item twice: once on
a CAM test form and later on the unit posttest. The results
have implications for test security and for distortions in
the test scores of individual students.
One of the implications for test security involves
the manner in which results are reported to the student. The
student is not given back his corrected test form; rather,
he is given a report of his performance on the objectives to
which the items were referenced: whether he answered cor-
rectly, incorrectly, or left the items blank. The student
does not receive the items themselves; rather, a general
practice is to suggest similar items which he may work on
or, to give him the basic objectives and sources of available
materials for further study. Thus, hopefully a source of
test bias is averted.
If an item appears on both tests, some students will
have seen the item previously either on the CAM or unit test
form depending on the particular student schedule group. Sec-
ond, an effect may be present due to the nature of the two
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kinds of criterion-referenced tests (the unit test being all
posttest and the CAM test having pretest, posttest, and lat-
er retention components)
. Students may perform differently
on CAM posttest items than on identical unit posttest items
There may be differences in motivation for taking the two
tests. Students may view the CAM test as a means of setting
up baseline data for further diagnostic approaches. A test
configureation of items representing three phases of instruc-
tion may affect performance on identical items appearing on
unit tests.
In terms of decision making by the teacher, it is
important to know if similar decisions can be made based on
seemingly similar types of data (i.e., posttest data) from
CAM and unit testing. Thus, this question bears on whether
or not there is duplication in data gathered by the two test-
ing strategies which could be used for the same decision.
Of particular interest to test users would be the
finding that a test item could be used on both types of
tests with little or no confounding effects. If such a re-
sult were found for a variety of subject areas and student
age levels, a case could be made for the use of repeated
test items on CAM tests.
Question (3) . What are the correlates of various
ability measures with several global measures of the
success of individual students in a course?
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This question concerns the relationships between
global measures of success for individuals and test scores
which may be potential predictors of these measures. Com-
paring unit test measures and CAM test measures relates to
the possible overlap of data provided by the two. Similar
correlations between the unit test scores and CAM test scores
and the global success measures would suggest data overlap.
Question 3 is also a prerequisite to Question 4 which is
based on the relationships found among the global measures
of course success and potential predictors of success, and
whose results provide the prediction possibilities of the
most likely potential predictors. Global measures include:
(1) sum of unit posttest scores,
(2) sum of CAM scores,
(3) sum of CAM pre- ins truction scores,
(4) sum of CAM instruction-completed scores
(instruction-completed scores are the subscores
of CAM tests that include items from objectives
on which instruction has been completed)
,
(5) teacher's final course grades, and
(6) CAM test scores of the final CAM test adminis-
tration .
Test score variables selected as potential predictors
were selected on the basis of their early availability in the
course. The test scores selected were early CAM scores, the
first unit posttest score, and a SCAT II verbal subtest score
SCAT II (Cooperative School and College Ability Tests, Series
2) scores were available for most students. These tests were
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selected to measure the general abilities of students and
contain verbal and mathematical ability subtests. A single
total score for the verbal subtest was available to the
teacher before the beginning of the course
.
In addition to identifying overlap in unit data gath-
ering and CAM data gathering, the correlations among global
success measures and potential predictors are useful to the
teacher in identifying students who are heading for trouble
in a course.
Question (4) . Do early unit test scores and CAM
test scores predict global measures of individual
student progress and final course grade?
Question 4 was designed to compare the value of the
selected predictor variables for prediction purposes, i.e.,
their usefulness for making decisions on possible global
success and failure of students based on early indicators.
Such information is, of course, useful to the test user for
planning for individual student instruction as well as group
instruction.
Summary . These four questions bear directly on the
establishment of the value of CAM as a complement to well-
constructed and systematically constructed unit tests. CAM
is a complement if it can provide the instructional decision
maker reliable data not available from unit testing.
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1.4 Limitations
Several limitations on the testing techniques used
for comparison in this study need to be stated. First, the
unit tests were not as much different from the CAM tests as
would be best for results of a study such as this. Many of
the objectives were tested by only one or two test items
providing inconclusive results as to determination of indi-
vidual mastery.
There are also limitations in the CAM technique.
One is the necessity of having a group of students working
with the same instructional objectives (not necessarily at
the same time) in order to produce trend data. This poses
some problems for CAM design when gathering data in programs
with individually prescribed or paced instruction. Follow-
ing this limitation is the need for a student population of
a certain size for a specified number of objectives in order
to be able to test performance on all the objectives with
test forms of reasonable lengths. Modifying test forms when
it is found desirable to alter the CAM design during a pro-
gram can be a problem. One possible solution is computer-
generated test forms (see Gorth and Grayson, 1971; Schriber
and Gorth
,
1971)
.
Another problem is that of the effect of repeated
pretesting on the same objectives with the same students.
This effect has only been minimally studied (see Gorth, Allen,
Popejoy, and Stroud, 1968). Another possible limitation is
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the problem of test security. This includes the possibility
that students may remember items from a previous test or may
give the items or their answers to other students who have
not yet taken the particular test forms involved.
CHAPTER II
RESEARCH DESIGN
The research questions posed in this study called
for a research design employing both CAM testing and unit
posttesting in an instructional setting and required that
both criterion-referenced testing strategies share the same
objectives and some portion of identical test items. The
questions required the CAM tests and unit posttests to test
the same objectives with both different and identical test
items
.
Mandatory for a study of this kind that uses CAM
tests and unit posttests is that the participants, both
teachers and students, should have had previous experience
with the two types of criterion-referenced testing and not
be negatively disposed to using them. Also to obtain whole-
hearted participation from teachers, objectives and test
items need to have been used and refined previously by the
teachers themselves. The teachers should be comfortable with
the curriculum and the test items and should want to use them
In addition, it is desirable to have the teachers involved
in the selection of objectives and test items and in the con-
struction of tests for both CAM and unit testing. When teach
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ers are involved to the extent of creating the curriculum
and testing instruments, their commitment to them becomes
more integral to their goals and tasks. This desirable sit-
uation existed with the teachers of this study.
It would be a difficult task to find another situa-
tion so well suited to the purposes of this study as the one
used; in addition to previous experience with CAM by teacher
and student alike, both types of criterion-referenced testing
were present for an existing course and curriculum. Favor-
able also was that most students completed the entire test-
ing treatment which lasted a full semester. Planning such a
study from the start for a given student sample necessitated
numerous decisions in curriculum development, test construc-
tion, and training of students and teachers. The present
study accomplished all of the above. In addition, the stu-
dents and teachers had used both CAM and unit testing con-
currently during the previous school year.
2.1 Sample
The study population consisted of 299 ninth and tenth
grade biology students (256 of whom completed the entire test
treatment) taking General Biology at the Menlo-Atherton High
School of the Sequoia Union High School District, Redwood
City, California. The 43 students who had not completed the
test treatment had either taken forms in an incorrect sequence,
repeated a form, or had missed from one to nine tests. The
scores of these 43 students were omitted from the study. The
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population was composed of 11 class sections (see Table 211)
taught by four different teachers. Even though the experi-
mental situation of the study was not highly controlled, the
tota.1 of 256 of 299 students with complete test results over
a semester s duration and 10 tests is 85.6 percent of the
total or a relatively high total given normal absenteeism
and attrition of students.
TABLE 2.1.1
Number of Students and Class
Sections by Teacher
Teacher
Identification
Number
Number of
Class
Sections
Number of
Students
Number of
Students
in Studya
16 1 29 25
51 4 96 76
57 2 53 39
70 4 121 116
aStudents who completed the testing treatment.
2.2 Course Description
Instructional treatment was essentially the same for
each class section and all students moved through instruction
in a group-paced manner. The curriculum closely followed a
single biology text. Laboratory experience was required and
accounted for a third of a student’s final semester grade.
All four teachers previously had used the same curriculum
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with CAM and unit testing.
2.3 Content of Test s
A total of 89 objectives were represented on the CAM
and unit tests with objectives weighted with from one to 10
items each. All items were of the four-response, multiple-
choice type. CAM tests measured performance on 84 objec-
tives, two of which were not measured by unit testing. Unit
tests measured performance on 87 objectives, five of which
were not measured by CAM testing. Objectives were divided
into 16 units containing from one to 16 objectives each. The
weighting of objectives with widely varying numbers of items
and units with varying numbers of objectives made the com-
parison of results among objectives and among units more dif-
ficult than if weighting had been approximately equal. This
weighting is the chief uncontrolled variable of the study.
There were eight CAM test forms containing a total
of 272 items. Nine of these appear on two forms so that
there are actually only 263 different items. Each CAM form
was representative of the objectives for the entire semester.
Four unit posttests were constructed with each one
testing a different segment of the semester. The four tests
contained a total of 150 items with none repeated. CAM and
unit test form composition is displayed in Table 2.1.2 and
the relationship of objectives to lessons and units is dis-
played in Table 2.1.3. "Lesson" is a term designating a set
of objectives which, after instruction was completed on the
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TABLE 2.1.2
Test Form Composition: Number of Test Items on
Each Test Form from Each Item Category
Item Category
Test Form Number
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 61 62 63 64
On both CAM and unit
tests 13 11 9 10 10 10 8 12 20 22 22 18
On CAM tests only,
but objective
represented on unit
tests also 20 23 24 23 23 22 25 21
On CAM tests only,
but objective not
represented on
CAM tests also 101112 11
On unit tests only,
but objective
represented on
CAM tests also 16 18 16 12
On unit tests only,
but objective not
represented on
CAM tests 4 0 2 0
Total number of
items per test 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 40 40 40 30
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TABLE 2.1.3
Structure of Curriculum by Unit, Objective, Lesson, and Items per
Unit on CAM Tests and Items per Unit on Unit Posttests
Unit
ID
No.
No. of
Objectives
in Unit
Objective
ID
Nos
.
Lesson
Containing
Unit
Lesson
Comple-
tion
Date
Items per
Unit on
CAM
Tests
Items per
Unit on
Unit
Tests
11 2 1103-1104 1 9/20/71 2 2
12 6 1201-1202, 1 9/20/71 3 6
1204-1207
13 7 1301-1307 1 9/20/71 12 12
14 1 1402 2 10/01/71 2 2
15 2 1501-1502 2 10/01/71 4 2
16 4 1601-1604 2 10/01/71 9 7
21 5 2101-2105 3 10/13/71 16 9
22 5 2201, 4 10/20/71 16 5
2203-2306
23 8 2301-2304 5 10/25/71 32 9
2305-2308 6 10/28/71
24 3 2401-2405 7 11/23/71 16 6
25 16 2501-2505 8 11/23/71 48 20
2506-2510 9 11/23/71
2511-2516 10 11/23/71
26 8 2601-2608 11 12/07/71 16 24
27 6 2701-2703 12 12/10/71 32 16
2704,
2706-2707
28 5 2801-2805 14 1/11/72 16 10
29 5 2901-2905 15 1/28/72 16 11
30 4 3001-3002 16 1/28/72 32 9
3003-3004 17 1/28/72
Total 89 272 150
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set, signaled the time for posttesting.
As shewn in Table 2.1.2, items repeated on both CAM
and unit tests account for nearly a third of each CAM test
and one-half of each unit posttest. Table 2.1.3 shows plain-
ly the weighting of units with unequal numbers of objectives
and the consequent weighting of the units by unequal numbers
of items on both the CAM and unit tests. Lesson 1, which in-
cludes Units 11, 12, and 13, contained review and prerequi-
site objectives for the course and received the lightest
weightings
.
Other variables considered in the study were: (1)
SCAT II verbal subtest scores which were available for 208
of the 256 students and (2) teacher's final semester grade
available for all 256 students in the form of letter grades:
A, B, C, D, and F.
2.4 Testing Schedule
There were a total of 10 test administrations of
which six were CAM and four were unit test administrations.
The duration of the testing was one semester, September 1971
through January 1972. The six CAM test administrations pro-
vided each student with six of eight CAM test forms over the
semester. All four of the different unit posttests were ad-
ministered, each at a different test administration. The
testing schedule is presented in Table 2.1.4. From Table
2.1.4 it can be seen that the interval between CAM test ad-
ministrations varied from 16 to 40 days and was generally
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near 20 days. The unit test administrations also occurred
at unequal intervals, the reason being that the lessons into
which the course material was divided were of varying sizes
and required different amounts of time for completion. Also
several intervals contained more than one lesson. Appendix
A contains a description of each test form by item, objective,
unit, lesson, and date of completion of each lesson.
TABLE 2.1.
A
CAM and Unit Teat Administrations by Date
(September 1971 to January 1972) and
Number of Items per Test Form
Entry
Test Adm l liistrat i on
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a 10a
Date 9/15 10/5 10/14 10/29 11/24 12/8 12/17 1/12 1/28 1/28
Type of test CAM CAM Unit CAM Unit CAM Unit CAM Unit CAM
Number of items/
test form 34 34 40 34 40 34 40 34 30 34
aTest administrations 9 and 10 occurred at the same time and the
resulting composite scores were used as the final semester test.
Even though each objective was not tested by an equal
number of test items (a situation which would have simplified
dealing with the research questions), a very large amount of
useful data was provided for the purposes of the study.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3 .
1
Question (1)
Are there differences among CAM test-form difficul-
ties at each test administration and across adminis-
trations?
Question I consists of two parts. The first part
asks whether CAM test-form difficulties are equal. The sec-
ond asks if the relative ordering of test-form difficulties
is significantly changed at each test administration since
fluctuating test-form difficulties provide trend data that
are difficult or impossible to rely on.
3.1.1 Analysis of the Equivalence
of CAM Test-Form Difficulties
3.
1.1.1
Design . The design of the analysis for
equivalence of CAM test-form difficulty includes the calcu-
lation of the descriptive statistics of mean total test score
and standard deviation of the test scores across students
taking each test form at each test administration. This al-
lows an examination of where some of the differences occurred.
The second part of the design is an analysis of variance to
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determine whether the differences observed among test-form
difficulties at each test administration are significant.
The equivalence of the test-form difficulty of the
eight test forms at each of the six test administrations
separately was investigated by one-way analysis of variance.
The general model for the completely randomized one-factor
design was used under the assumption that subjects were ran-
domly assigned to each of the student schedule groups. The
model is as follows:
Y.
.
= M + a + e (1-1)
ij j ij
Y.
.
= score of subject i on test form i,
ij
M = mean of the population
a. = effect of test form j, and
3
e.. = the deviation due to variability of
the score of subject i on test form
j from the j th treatment population
mean (i.e., error variance of the
score of subject i on test form j).
The null hypothesis for each test administration was that the
test forms would be equally difficult; that is, their effects
on student scores would be the same at a given test adminis-
tration regardless of test form. This may be stated as:
H
o
: a
l
= a
2
=
* • •
= a 8’
where a is the effect of the jth test form. The alternative
j
hypothesis is that the test forms are not equivalent in diffi-
where
\
\
H. v t a
are not equal
8
culty, that is:
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3. 1.1. 2 Sample
. The sample consisted of 259 stu-
dents
.
3. 1.1. 3 Data
. The data were the total test scores
of each student for each of the six CAM test administrations.
3.1. 1.4 Results
. The mean and standard deviation of
the total test scores of the students taking each CAM test
form at each administration are presented in Table 3.1.1.
The means and standard deviations for: (1) each test form
across all test administrations and (2) each test administra-
tion across all test forms, were computed and also entered
in Table 3.1.1. The number of observations per cell varied
from 29 to 37 because the eight student schedule groups were
unequal in size.
The row means of Table 3.1.1 are the mean test- form
difficulties for the CAM test forms across the six test ad-
ministrations. The mean test-form difficulties varied from
15.9 to 19.5; therefore, the forms were not equivalent in
difficulty. The desired finding would have been equivalent
test-form difficulty. Test Forms 52, 53, and 54 were most
difficult with mean scores of 15.9, 16.0, and 16.6. Another
four test forms were somewhat easier but nearly equivalent
in difficulty to one another with mean scores of 17.5, 17.6,
17.7, and 18.0. One form was clearly the easiest of the
eight with a mean score of 19.5. Mean variation of test
scores per form (as measured by the mean of standard devia-
tions for the six test administrations for each form) across
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TABLE 3.1.1
Mean and Standard Deviation of CAM Test-Form
Difficulty at Each Test Administration
Test
Form
Test Administration (and Date)
1
(9/15)
2
(10/5)
3
(10/29)
4
(12/8)
5
(1/12)
6
(1/28)
Row
Mean
51 (29) (35) (30) (34) (31) (33) (192)
11.8 13.5 17.0 18.1 21.1 23.5 17.5
3.1 3.9 3.9 5.1 4.6 5.5 4.5
52 (30) (29) (37) (33) (29) (35) (193)
11.6 12.4 15.8 17.5 17.7 19.9 16.0
2.9 4.1 4.0 4.7 4.0 5.1 4.3
53 (37) (34) (31) (35) (30) (29) (196)
11.8 12.5 15.2 18.2 18.9 20.4 15.9
3.1 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.5 3.9
54 (34) (31) (33) (31) (30) (36) (195)
12.3 12.3 15.5 17.9 18.4 22.9 16.6
2.9 4.1 3.8 3.5 3.9 5.2 4.0
55 (31) (33) (30) (29) (36) (34) (193)
13.1 14.2 16.2 18.2 21.2 22.2 17.6
3.2 4.4 4.6 3.1 4.6 5.0 4.3
56 (35) (30) (29) (31) (33) (29) (187)
13.5 14.7 15.7 19.8 21.5 23.0 18.0
3.1 2.7 3.7 3.8 5.2 4.5 4.0
57 (33) (29) (35) (37) (33) (31) (198)
14.0 16.1 17.5 21.4 23.1 25.0 19.5
4.2 3.6 3.4 5.2 4.2 5.3 4.5
58 (29) (37) (34) (29) (35) (30) (194)
13.6 15.1 15.5 18.8 20.6 23.2 17.7
3.2 3.5 4.0 4.7 5.0 4.3 4.2
Column (258) (258) (259) (259) (257) (259) (1550)
Mean* 12.7 13.9 16.1 18.8 20.4 22.3 17.4
3.3 3.8 3.9 4.4 4.6 5.0 4.2
Note.—For each cell in the body of this table, the three num-
bers represent:
(1) the number of observations per cell (in parenthesis)
,
(2) mean of the total test score,
(3) standard deviation of these scores.
* All totals were not 259 because three students included were
discovered to have taken only five of the six CAM tests. Their scores
were omitted from the analyses of Questions 2, 3, and 4.
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test administrations was fairly uniform for the eight test
forms with a range of 3.9 to 4.5.
The analyses of variance to determine whether the
test-form difficulties were significantly different from one
another at each test administration are summarized in Table
3.1.2. The BMD01V computer program (UCLA, 1964a) was used
to calculate the six analyses of variance.
The null hypothesis was rejected for each test admin-
istration with the exception of the fourth administration.
Therefore, the alternative hypothesis that test-form diffi-
culty is not equal at each test administration with the ex-
ception of the fourth is^accepted
. However, a significant
F-ratio does not necessarily mean that all test-form diffi-
culties were different from one another at a given test ad-
ministration. In this particular set of analyses of variance
the difficulty of two test forms is observably different from
the others and contributes most to the significant F-ratios
.
In Table 3.1.1 it can be seen that Test Form 52 was consis-
tently more difficult than the other seven forms with excep-
tions at Test Administration 2 where it was slightly easier
than Test Form 53 and Test Administration 4 where all forms
were found not to differ significantly in difficulty. Test
Form 57 was consistently the least difficult form at all six
test administrations.
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TABLE 3.1.2
Analysis of Variance Among CAM Test Forms
at Each Test Administration
Test
Administration F-Ratio
Level of
Significance3
1 2.470 p <.025
2 4.201 p <.001
4 1.362 --
6 2.924 p <.01
8 4.612 p <.001
10 3.542 p <.005
aLevel of significance given only if p <.05.
3.1.2 Analysis of Relative Ordering
of CAM Test-Form Difficulties
3. 1.2.1 Design . This analysis was concerned with de-
termining whether or not there was a CAM test form by test-
administration interaction. The focus is not just on wheth-
er or non the relative ordering of CAM test-form difficulties
changes across test administrations, but on whether or not
any significant change is due to subject interaction effects.
Therefore, rather than simply calculating a Spearman-Rho cor-
relation, an analysis of variance of test-form difficulties
across test administrations was calculated.
The CAM design is a repeated-measures approach with the
student groups, in this instance, student schedule gioups,
taking the CAM test forms in a particular sequence. There
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are three main effect variables: test form, test adminis-
tration, and student schedule group. Therefore, an effect
of test form at test administration in student schedule group
may produce two and three-way interactions. The model which
includes these variables is:
where
:
Yijkr = M + fi + a. + gk + (fa).. + (fg) ik
+ <aS) ik +
(fag)
ijk + e ijkr. (1 - 2 >
Yijkr = t^ie score of individual r of student
schedule group k at test administra-
tion j on test form i,
M
f
.
1
a
j
=
sk
=
(^a) ij
-
(fg) ik =
( faS) ijk "
e ijkr
the mean of the population,
the effect of form i,
the effect of administration j,
the effect of group k,
the effect of test form i at adminis-
tration j ,
the effect of test form i in student
schedule group k,
the effect of form i at administration
the error variance of the score of indi-
vidual r of student schedule group k at
administration j on form i.
The letter "r" was used to denote an individual student be-
cause all students in a student schedule group repeat the
treatment in an identical manner in the basic CAM longitudi-
nal testing design.
The parameters of Model 1-2 are not all estimable.
In a CAM design no two student schedule groups take the same
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form at the same test administration and all forms are ad-
ministered at each test administration. Therefore, the three
two-way interactions in the above model are confounded with
their complementary main effects because test forms and stu-
dent schedule group combinations change at each test admin-
istration. However, with a repeated measures design, more
power is gained which unconfounds the main effects from the
interaction terms. (Myers, 1966)
Therefore, the appropriate analysis of variance model
does not have two-way interaction terms. The model is:
Y. .. — M + f. + a. +g. + (fag) .... + e. (1-3)ijkr i j &k v & ijk ijkr v '
with the terms being synonymous with those of Model 1-2.
To ascertain the presence of the three-way interac-
tion effect of test form (i) at test administration (j) in
student schedule group (k)
,
the Least Squares and Maximum
Likelihood General Purpose Program (LSMLGP) (Harvey, 1968)
was selected because it handles the analysis of variance
with an unequal number of observations in cells. The num-
bers of observations in the cells are unequal because the
student schedule groups vary in size. The significance of
the three-way interaction must be estimated in two steps be-
cause of computer program limitations . In Step One an anal-
ysis of variance is performed using the simple additive model
where the error term (or residual) contains any interaction
effect variance as well as error variance attributable to
individual subject differences. The model for Step One is.
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Y
ijkr M + f i + aj
+ Sk
+ residual
-
(1 - 4)
where, the variables are the same as those for Model 1-2
with the exception of "residual" which is the total of all
interaction ej feet variances and error variance.
In Step Iwo, a one-way analysis of variance was cal-
culated for each of the 48 levels consisting of each of the
eight student schedule groups at each of the six test admin-
istrations (i.e., each of the 48 cells in the CAM design).
The i-esiduai sum of squares from Step Two is substracted from
the residual sum of squares from Step One. The difference is
the sum of squares for the three-way interaction, (fag)...
The subtraction removes all two-way interaction effects.
Thus, the necessary F-ratio for a three-way interaction can
be computed.
The null hypotheses for the two-step analysis of vari-
ance were:
(1) no interaction effect of test form, test admin-
istration, and student schedule group was pres-
ent
,
H : (fag) ... = 0,
0-, ' ijk
(2) in addition, there was no main effect of test
form,
H : f. = 0 and (fag)... = 0, and,
°2 1
( 3 ) further, there was no main effect of student
schedule group,
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: f
i
=
°' Sk
=
°- and (faS>ijk 0.
The alternative hypotheses were that any or all of the ef-
fects in each of the null hypotheses were not equal to zero.
3 . 1 . 2 . 2 Samp 1
e
. An N of 217 was used rather than
the total N of 256. There are several reasons for the use
of a restricted sample of subjects. All of the students
taught by one of the four teachers in the study were omitted
because: (1) the data of the class were poorly collected
with 25 percent of the students missing data and (2) evidence
from an inte-view that the teacher did not use CAM results
from several test administrations. Of a total of 53 students
in the two sections of this teacher originally included in
this study (N = 299)
,
the scores of 14 were discarded (due
to missing data or to the taking of test forms in incorrect
sequence)
.
This proportion of rejection was larger than that
of any of the other three teachers. With the exclusion of
tne scores of the students of all four teachers have missing
data or incorrect testing sequence, the total N was 256. How-
ever, many of the remaining 39 students of the teacher with
the largest percentage of rejection also showed irregularities
in CAM scores. Twenty-six scored higher on the first CAM
test than on the second and a total of 21 scored higher on
the first test than on the third. Therefore, these 39 were
also dropped for the two-step analysis of variance leaving
an N of 217.
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3^. 1.2. 3 Data
. The data consisted of the raw CAM
total test scores for the 217 students for five of the six
CAM test administrations. The scores of the sixth (final)
CAM administration were used as part of a final semester ex-
amination given in conjunction with and including a final
unit posttest. The scores of the final CAM administration
were omitted because of the possible introduction of bias
due to the testing situation being different from those of
the earlier tests.
3. 1.2.4 Results . Table 3.1.3 contains the summary
of Step Two in the two-step approach to the analysis of vari-
ance. It shows that there were significant main effects of
test administration of test form (both p <.001) but not of
student schedule group. It would be expected that test ad-
ministrations would show differences in test scores (in this
instance a consistent trend for scores to increase) . Also
it was known before the analysis that test forms differed
from one another in difficulty. A crucial condition for the
comparison of test-form difficulties is that the student
schedule groups should be equivalent in test performance.
This was supported with an F-ratio of 0.95 for main effect
of student schedule group. Thus, null hypotheses HQ
^
and H0
^
were rejected d\ie to the main effect of test form.
The major point of the analysis of variance summarized
in Table 3.1.3 was to determine whether or not the three-way
interaction of test administration/ test form/student schedule
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group was significant. It would be significant if the test
forms varied in relative difficulty from one another at each
administration and with a particular student schedule group.
In this study this would be true when any of the 48 cells of
the analysis of variance matrix differed significantly from
any other in regard to the pattern that the main effects show
across the data. This interaction was found not be be present
with an F of 0.86. Therefore, the null hypothesis H that
.
°2
there was no three-way interaction cannot be rejected.
TABLE 3.1.3
Results of the Analysis of Variance for 217
Students Over the First Five CAM Test
Administrations to Determine if CAM
,
Test Forms Varied in Relative
Difficulty from One Another
Across Test Administrations
Source
of Variance df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Squares F-Ratio
Total 1085 26235
Test adminis-
tration (TA) 4 8651 2162.8 140 . 64**
Test form (TF) 7 957 136.8 8 . 89**
Student schedule i
group (SSG) 7 102 14.6 0.95
TA/TF/SSG 21 278 13.3 0.86
Residual 1045 16070 15.4
** p <.001
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Omitting the sixth CAM test administration may not
have been necessary because a cursory glance at Table 3.1.1
shows the sixth administration to be similar in pattern to
the other five administrations.
3.1.3 Discussion
Question 1 considered the hypothesis that the eight
CAM test forms are equivalent in difficulty both at each test
administration and across test administrations. If differ-
ences were found at each test administration among the eight
forms, the relative positions of the test forms as to their
difficulties at each administration would have to be exam-
ined to determine if group profiles were possible.
Implications of the findings of the two parts of
Question 1 for the use of CAM designs in general follow.
First
,
the importance of having student schedule
groups which perform equivalently on CAM tests is highlighted
by these analyses. Equivalence depends on how representative
each group is of the entire population. Otherwise, test-form
difficulty becomes dependent on each student schedule group.
The analysis of variance to determine if there is change in
relative test-form difficulty among test administrations be-
comes very hard to interpret if the test forms actually are
equivalent but do not appear so due to nonequivalence of stu-
dent schedule groups.
Second, for users of CAM data the knowledge of test-
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form difficulty and standard deviation would add to a more
complete interpretation of group scores at least at the to-
tal test score level and perhaps at the unit and objective
levels. This knowledge may even be useful when working at
the level of the total test score of an individual student.
Th ir d , if student schedule groups are equivalent, it
tentatively appears that test forms do not change in relative
difficulty over time relative to each other. Thus, if CAM
scores are summed for individual students, the sums are com-
parable because they are based on the same tests, taken in
different sequences, and free from shifts in relative posi-
tion of test-form difficulty. Variance in relative position
of test-form difficulty would make comparison between scores
of the same or different individuals impossible or highly
tentative. Thus, reliability of the test forms would be low.
Fourth
,
given no difference in relative test diffi-
culty across administrations, estimates of test-form diffi-
culties can be made over time with small samples as long as
the groups are representative of the larger population. This
would be valuable in field testing CAM test forms before im-
plementation in a project.
3.1.4 Limitations of the Analyses
A basic problem for the analyses performed for Ques-
tion 1 was that the CAM design fails to meet the criteria for
univariate analyses of variance for determining if differences
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in relative test-form difficulties occur across test admin-
istrations. The problem is the failure to meet the assump-
tion of the randomness of error present in the six test scores
for each student. For a given individual his six CAM scores
may have a consistent component which is part of the variance
of the score. For example, a high-achieving student would
be expected to score consistently higher on each successive
test. The low-achieving student probably would not be ex-
pected to do the same, or to do so within narrow limits.
Therefore, to obtain a more accurate estimation of the inter-
action effect of test form, administration, and student
group, a multivariate analysis of variance model must be
developed (see Swaminathan, 1972)
.
3.2 Question (2)
(A) What is the effect on item difficulty of students
having encountered an item on a CAM test prior to
encountering it on a unit posttest?
(3) Are there differences between the difficulty of
posttest items first encountered on CAM test
forms and the difficulty of the same items first
encountered on unit posttests?
Both questions consider the effects of using some
identical test items to carry out concurrently the two strat-
egies for criterion-referenced testing, CAM testing and unit
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posttesting. For Question 2A the difficulty of items (ex-
pressed as proportion of students answering each item cor-
rectly) on a unit posttest were compared for those students
who had encountered the same items before instruction on the
associated objective on a CAM test form and those students
who had no prior experience with the items. The situation
is one of using test items measuring students' performance
on an objective by one strategy and being concerned about
the effect on the measurement of the same objective later by
the other strategy. If no effects are detected for identi-
cal items, probably no effects would be obtained for noniden-
tical items
.
Question 2B is considered after the report for
the analysis of Question 2A.
3.2.1 Analysis of Question 2 (A)
3 . 2 . 1 .
1
Design . The item difficulty of 10 randomly
selected items from Unit 26 by student schedule group and by
test administration were presented in tables so that the raw
data for comparison would be available for inspection. The
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test (Siegel, 1956), a
nonparametric technique, was used to test the relative mag-
nitude as well as the direction of the differences in item
difficulty of the selected items for the students having en-
countered the item on a CAM test form prior to encountering
it on a unit posttest and those students with no prior en-
counter with the item before the unit posttest. The null hy-
pothesis was that there was no difference between the two
groups as to performance on the 10 items,
where a equals a group's performance on all 10 items.
A second test of differences between the two groups
(which are termed the Prior CAM Experience Group and the No
Prior CAM Experience Group) was made using the Walsh test
(Siegel, 1956). An assumption of this test is that the dif-
ference scores observed in the two selected samples are drawn
from symmetrical populations, thus mean and median are as-
sumed to be equal. The null hypothesis is that the average
of the difference scores (uQ ) is zero. Stated in standard
form the null hypothesis is
H : u = 0,0 o
and the alternative hypothesis,
H.. : u ^ 0
1 o
for a two-tailed test. The Walsh test, also a nonparametric
technique, is a more conservative test than the Wilcoxon (Sie-
gel, 1956).
3 .2. 1.2 Sample . The sample consisted of seven of
the eight student schedule groups. The three student sched-
ule groups with prior experience with the test item on a CAM
test form before instruction on the associated objective were
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collectively called the Prior CAM Experience Group. The four
student schedule groups with no prior experience with the
item were called the No Prior CAM Experience Group.
3 • 2 . 1 . 3 Data
. Item difficulty was calculated with
single student schedule groups as the base. Ten items were
selected randomly for the analysis from Unit 26 and appear
on the CAM test forms and on Unit Test 63. (Appendix A con-
tains a breakdown of both CAM test forms and unit posttest
forms by items and by objectives to which the items are as-
sociated.) There were several reasons for selecting these
items
:
(1) Unit Test 63 follows four CAM test administra-
tions allowing the test items of Unit 26 to be
in a preinstruction phase for the first three
CAM administrations.
(2) Unit Test 63 was administered on 17 December,
1971, ten days after instruction on Unit 26 had
been completed (7 December, 1971 ) providing a
fairly immediate posttesting.
(3) A CAM test administration occurred 8 December,
1971, which permitted posttesting of Unit 26 by
CAM forms prior to Unit Test 63. Thereby both
preinstruction and postinstruction data were
provided for the items on the CAM forms which
allowed comparison to the Unit Test 63 postin-
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struction data.
(4) Unit 26 has eight objectives all of which are
tested on Unit Test 63. The objectives are
tested by a total of 24 items, 10 of which also
appear on the CAM forms and which are the focus
of this analysis.
(5) The eight objectives of Unit 26 are tested by
several items each on Unit Test 63, unlike most
other units which have only one item per objec-
tive on a unit posttest.
(6) The 10 items which appear on both CAM forms and
Unit Test 63 were encountered for the first time
by some students on Unit Test 63 because there
were two CAM test administrations following the
administration of Unit Test 63. This provided
a group of students who did not encounter all
of the 10 items after Unit Test 63. This was
true because CAM Test Forms 56 and 57 did not
contain any of the 10 items, and in addition,
since only four CAM test administrations oc-
curred before Unit Test 63 was administered,
there were still four CAM test forms that had
not been administered to each group. Thus, each
student schedule group had encountered only from
two to eight of the 10 items prior to Unit Test
63.
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' ^ ^ —Resul t^
. Ten tables, each containing the
item difficulties for one of the ]0 items for each of the
eight student schedule groups (abbreviated SSG in the tables)
,
were constructed. For brevity only one of the 10 tables is
presented here. All 10 tables are presented in Appendix B
for reference. (In fable 3.2.1 below, the test form iden-
tification number is given directly below the test adminis-
tration heading
.
)
Test Administrations 1, 2 and 4 occurred before in-
struction on the objective measured by Item 260101. Test Ad-
ministrations 6, 7, 8 and 9 occurred after instruction. Item
difficulty is given for Item 260101 on the given test form
for the given test administration and for the particular stu-
dent schedule group. The student schedule groups, it should
be recalled, were unequal in size ranging from 29 to 36 stu-
dents each. Table 3.2.1 is similar to the other nine tables
of Appendix B. Two of the eight student schedule groups did
not have a chance to encounter a given particular item on a
CAM test form due to the particular sequence in which the CAM
forms were administered and because each group only received
six of eight of the test forms. Two other student schedule
groups encountered each item on a CAM test form after Unit
Test 63. The other four student schedule groups encountered
the item on CAM tests prior to Unit Test 63.
Examining Tables 3.2.1 and B-2 through B-10 of Ap-
pendix B, it was found in six of the. 10 tables that the three
student schedule groups who encountered the item on a CAM
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TABLE 3.2.1
Item Difficulty of Item 260101 by
Student Schedule Group (SSG)
and by Test Administration
Test Administration
— - - —
’
SSG 1 2 4 6 7 8 9(and CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
Size) 51 51 51 51 63 51 51
1 (29) .21
.83
2 (30) .23 .83
3 (36)
.86
4 (33) .56 .88
5 (31) .87 .71
6 (35) .31 .94
7 (33) .88 .79
8 (29) .82
Note . --The type of test and the test form identifi-
cation number are given immediately below the test adminis-
tration number.
test before instruction on the associated objective performed
better on that item on Unit Test 63 than the four student
schedule groups who encountered the item for the first time
on Unit Test 63. However, the differences were generally
slight. Table 3.2.2 displays the item difficulties for the
10 items for the two treatment groups.
The input for both the Wilcoxon match-pairs signed-
ranks test and the Walsh test for differences of mean item
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difficulty between the Prior and No Prior CAM Experience
Groups is presented in Table 3.2.3. From the Wilcoxon test,
the difference between the sum of the ranks prefixed by a
plus sign and the sum of the ranks prefixed by a minus sign
was "1" which was not significant at the .05 level of con-
fidence and the null hypothesis was not rejected. This is
evidence of no difference between the groups. From the
Walsh test, the difference was also found to be nonsignifi-
cant at the .05 level of confidence and, therefore, the null
hypothesis of no difference was also not rejected.
Interpreting the results of both tests, the conclu-
sion is drawn that the effect of encountering one of the 10
selected items on a CAM test before instruction on the ob-
jective which the item measures generally has no affect on
the students' ability to answer the same item when encoun-
tered again on Unit Test 63 after instruction on the asso-
ciated objective. This finding supports the assertion that
encountering items on a CAM test before instruction on the
associated objective does not have an effect on performance
when the items are encountered again in a postinstruction
phase on a unit test. One of the claims of the CAM litera-
ture is that student exposure to testing of objectives be-
fore instruction occurs will encourage students to study
these objectives before final instruction. The findings
for Question 2A do not support this assertion.
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TABLE 3.2.2
Item Difficulty of the 10 Items on Unit Test 63
for the Prior CAM Experience Group and for
the No Prior CAM Experience Group
Prior CAM No Prior CAM
Item Number Experience Group Experience Group
260101 .87 (N — 94) .86 (N = 129)
260110
(1 78 (N = 97) .88 (N = 129)
260204 .84 (N = 100) .72 (N = 121)
260303 .72 (N = 97) .79 (N = 129)
260304 .85 (N = 98) .82 (N = 129)
260401 .65 (N = 93) .74 (N = 134)
260402 .64 (N = 95) .58 (N = 128)
260501 .75 (N = 94) .77 (N = 131)
260702 .67 (N = 95) .66 (N = 128)
260705 .38 (N = 94) .34 (N = 129)
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TABLE 3.2.3
Input for the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks
Test and the Walsh Test for Differences of
Item Difficulty Between the Prior CAM
Experience Group and the No Prior
CAM Experience Group
Item
Number
Difference Be-
tween Prior CAM
Experience Group
and No Prior CAM
Experience Group
(to Four Decimal
Places)
For Wilcoxon Test:
Rank of Difference
by Absolute Size
Prefixed by Sign
of Difference
(Smallest Differ-
ence = 1)
For Walsh Test:
Rank in Order
of Size (Small-
est = 1)
2601Q1 +.0130 +2 6
260110 -.1025 -9 Sum of ranks 1
260204 +.1234 +10 with plus: 10
260303 -.0720 -7 28 3
260304 +.0266 *'-+4 7
260401 -.0855 -8 Sum of ranks 2
260402 +.0595 +6 with minus: 9
260501 -.0149 -3 27 4
260702 +.0122 +1 5
260705 +.0470 +5 8
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3.
2.2
Analysis of Question 2 (B)
Question 2B focused on whether or not item difficulty
depends on the context in which the item is encountered. In
this instance, the contexts were the CAM tests and the unit
posttests
.
3. 2. 2.1 Design. As with Question 2A both the Wil-
ccxon matched-pairs signed- ranks test and the Walsh test
were employed to test for differences in performance between
the two treatment groups. The groups were: (1) those stu-
dents encountering the 10 items first on a CAM test in a
postinstruction phase (CAM Postins truction Experience Group)
and (2) those students encountering the items for the first
time on Unit Test 63 (No Prior CAM Experience Group)
.
3. 2. 2.
2
Sample . The sample consisted of the single
student schedule group which encountered the 10 items for
the first time on a CAM test in a postinstruction phase and
the four student schedule groups which first encountered the
items on Unit Test 63.
3.2.2.
3
Data . As with Question 2A, the data were
item difficulties by student schedule group and test form.
3. 2. 2.
4
Results . Table 3.2.4 summarizes the input
data for both the Wilcoxon and Walsh tests. Examining the
differences, it is seen that eight of 10 differences are
negative. This means that performance on eight of 10 items
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TABLE 3. 2.
A
Difference Scores for the 10 Items Between the CAM
Postinstruction Experience Group and the No
Prior CAM Experience Group and the
Rankings for the Wilcoxon and
Walsh Tests
Item
Number
Difference Between
CAM Post instruc-
tion Experience
Group and No Prior
CAM Experience
Group (to Four
Decimal Places)
For Wilcoxon Test:
Rank of Difference
by Absolute Size
Prefixed by Sign
of Difference
(Smallest Differ-
ence = 1)
For Walsh Test:
Rank in Order
of Size (Small-
est = 1)
26101 -.3005 -10 1
260110 -.1740 -7 Sum of ranks 4
260204 +.1120 +4 with plus: 10
260303 -.1778 -8 5 3
260304 -.0617 -3 7
260401 -.2235 -9 Sum of ranks 2
260403 -.1584 -6 with minus: 5
260501 -.1546 -5 50 6
260702 +.0053 +1 9
260705 -.0124 -2 8
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was poorer on CAM tests in a postinstruction phase than on
Unit iest 63. For both the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-
ranks test and Walsh test, the null hypothesis of equal means
was rejected at the .02 level of confidence. Clearly, the
item difficulty implies that the students performed more
poorly on the same item when it was encountered after in-
struction on a CAM test than on the unit posttest. This
conclusion is further reinforced by examining the 10 tables
of Appendix B. For six of the 10 items, the difficulty in-
creased for the CAM postinstruction Test Administrations 8
and 10 over the unit posttest item difficulties of Test Ad-
ministration 7. For two of the other items the CAM postin-
struction item difficulty decreased very slightly from the
unit posttest item difficulty.
3.2,3 Discussion
Analysis of Question 2A showed that students who have
encountered an item prior to instruction on the associated
objective on a CAM test score the same on the item on a unit
posttest as students who have not encountered the item on a
CAM test prior to instruction on the associated objective.
Several possible reasons for this performance follow.
First-year high school biology contains much material
new to students. Most students have limited preknowledge.
The specific objectives of the course used in this study were
generally tied to textbook material in the course. Students
would have had to read ahead and remember content of the text
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book to benefit from encountering a test item prior to in-
struction. Items encountered prior to instruction would
have been new and not likely to have been remembered easily.
Other objectives were dependent on laboratory experiences
which students would not have had previously.
It appears that the context of the CAM test in which
one encounters only a small number of items within an im-
mediate post instruction phase and a large number of prein-
struction or long-term postinstruction items, depending on
when the test is administered, tends to limit the effects
of associating a pretest item with other items on a test
which may have familiar context. A pretest item would tend
to be less closely related to other items on the test form
because of the more course-representative nature of the test
compared to a unit posttest. The student would then be at
a disadvantage compared to a unit posttest situation in de-
riving clues from some items to answer others. Further study
with other subject areas and student age levels are needed
for conclusive evidence of the effects of encountering an
item twice in two different contexts.
The analysis of Question 2B examined the effects of
the two testing contexts, CAM testing and unit posttesting.
The conclusion of significant differences between performance
in the CAM and unit test contexts with students doing more
poorly on the items when encountered on CAM tests must be
qualified. In addition to differences which may be attrib-
uted to different test contexts are differences due to moti-
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vat ion may be the most important cause of difference. For
the unit posttest, students have the time and motivation to
study a defined segment of material for several days after
instruction. For the CAM test, the defined material spans
the semester so the motivation to do well on the CAM test
would tend to be less than for a unit test. This may be a
shortcoming of the CAM longitudinal design. It may also be
a problem due to the amount of importance the teacher places
on the CAM tests for purposes of assigning grades and using
the information for program refinement versus the importance
placed on the unit tests. It is evident that unit tests are
more important to both the teacher and students.
The factor of test context should be studied further.
More studies with other course subject areas and student
populations need to be conducted for conclusive evidence,
but for this course it would appear that the problem of iden-
tifying an item on a CAM test as one which should be known
from instruction as opposed to other kinds of items (pretest
and perhaps long-term retention items) is a factor in answer-
ing the item correctly. The unit posttest context of solely
postinstruction items relating to one or two units of study
may have a significant effect on one's item performance as
contrasted with a context of less closely related items. It
may be true that verbal cues are more common with items hav-
ing related content and that being able to answer certain
items may also lead to solutions of other items related to
the few objectives being measured in a unit test context.
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Thus, CAM- type tests, that is criterion-referenced tests ad-
ministered longitudinally with course-representative content,
furnish conservative estimates of achievement in comparison
with criterion-referenced tests which are more posttest or-
iented and contain items related to fewer objectives.
3.3 Question (3)
What are the correlates of various ability measures
with several global measures of the success of in-
dividual students in a course?
The relationships among global measures of course
success and predictors of success are useful indicators of
which likely predictors actually could be used as such.
Likely predictors which correlate highly with each other are
measuring a similar thing and therefore the combined use of
them in prediction of a global measure of success will not
improve the prediction appreciably. Those which do not cor-
relate highly with each other may improve the prediction of
a global measure
.
3.3.1 Analysis of Question 3
3.3. 1.1 Design . The analysis was a series of cor-
relations among likely predictors and global measures of
course success (i.e., the criterion measures for prediction)
The results are provided in an intercorrelation matrix of
the six selected global measure variables and the eight se-
lected likely predictor variables. The six global measure
variables are:
(1) sum of the unit posttest scores,
(2) sum of CAM total test scores,
(3) sum of CAM preinstruction scores (not really a
measure of course success, but this was included
for comparison with other measures)
,
(A) sum of CAM instruction- completed scores,
(5) teacher's final grade for semester, and
(6) CAM test score of the final CAM test administra-
tion .
The eight predictor variables are as follows:
(1) SCAT II verbal subtest score (available for 208
of the 256 students)
,
(2) SCAT presence/absence score (a "0" if the stu-
dent did not have a SCAT score and a "1" if he
did)
,
(3) normalized SCAT verbal subtest score determined
for each subject by subtracting the group mean
of the SCAT score from each subject's SCAT score,
(4) first CAM test score,
(5) second CAM test score,
(6) first unit posttest score,
(7) sum of first two CAM test scores, and
(8) sum of first three test scores; i.e., first two
CAM test scores and the first unit posttest score.
3. 3. 1.2 Sample and data used . The test scores of
all 256 students were used for the correlational analyses
with the exception of the raw SCAT II verbal test scores
which were from the 208 students who had them.
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R
esults
. Table 3.3.1 contains an intercor-
relation matrix of the 14 variables. The SCAT score was in-
cluded as a possible predictor variable because SCAT scores:
(1) were known by teachers before either the CAM or unit test
scores and (2) are a measure of general varbal ability. The
dichotomous variable "presence/absence of SCAT score" was in-
cluded to determine whether students with SCAT scores dif-
fered from those with SCAT scores. A slight difference in
the two groups is shown by the consistent trend of the cor-
relations with SCAT P/A to be small (.00 to .09) but positive.
The normalized SCAT score was determined by subtract-
ing the group mean of the SCAT score, which was 73.244, from
each subject's SCAT score. For those students who had no
SCAT scores the group mean was assigned. Thus, when the
group mean was subtracted from each score, the normalized
scores for these students were zeroes. The normalized SCAT
scores produced correlations with the global measures of suc-
cess which were only slightly lower than the correlations
l
produced with the raw SCAT scores.
A derived score (the normalized SCAT score) was used
so that all 256 students would have a SCAT score. Therefore,
only a slight difference between students with SCAT scores
and those without the normalized SCAT scores can be used in
place of the raw SCAT score in prediction equations. Since
the correlation produced with the normalized scores were low-
er than those produced with the raw scores, they may be of
more conservative power for prediction than the raw SCA3 scores.
Intercorrelation
Matrix
of
Course
Success
Predictor
Variables
and
Course
Global
Measures
of
Success
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Examining each of the other possible predictor var-
iables, the first CAM test score had its highest correlation
with the sun) of the CAM test scores and the sum of the CAM
preinstruction scores, both being
..55. The second CAM score
had its two highest correlations with the same two global
measures,
.55 and .76 respectively, as should be expected
due to the redundancy in measurement among the CAM tests.
The first unit test score correlated highly with five of the
six global measures with coefficients ranging from .64 to
.83 for the five measures. The low coefficient of .37 was
for the sum of CAM preinstruction scores and would be ex-
pected to be lower than the others because all the other var-
iables were measures of course success and were composed
largely or completely of postinstruction data.
It should be pointed out that many of the high cor-
relations are those of global measures with individual test
scores which were in fact components of the global measures.
The sum of first and second CAM test scores had high-
er correlations with all six global measures than either test
score separately. This was expected since the sum is more
reliable than individual scores. However, the first unit
test score correlated more highly with four of the six global
measures (the sum of the CAM test scores and the CAM prein-
struction scores were the two exceptions) than did the sum of
the first and second CAM test scores. The addition of the
first unit test score to the two CAM test scores further in-
creased the correlations an average of .22 for five of the
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six global measures. The exception was the sum of the CAM
preinstruction scores where a drop from
.87 to .73 occurred
from the correlation with the sum of the first two CAM test
scores to the sum of the first two CAM test scores plus the
first unit test score.
It is apparent that the first unit test score alone
and the raw SCAT score (or normalized SCAT score for N of
256) are likely to be the best of the available noncomposite
predictors of the six global measures
. The combination of
first and second CAM test scores and the first unit test
score may prove the best predictor of the eight offered and
perhaps a very good predictor in its own right. The measures
most indicative of course success (i.e., sum of CAM instruc-
tion-completed scores, sum of unit test scores, and, of
course, final course grade) correlate .71, .83, and .66 re-
spectively with the combined sum of the two CAM and one unit
test scores. Such high correlations are likely to be indic-
ative of good predictors of these global success variables.
The most striking information from Table 3.3.1 is
summarized below:
(1) There is an absence of negative correlations,
with most correlations being above .30 (with
the expected exceptions of the correlations of
the SCAT P/A variable)
.
(2) Generally, very high correlations (most between
.61 and .83) were produced with the sum of the
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three test scores or with the unit test score
alone. This was undoubtedly due to the situa-
tion of predictor variable and criterion var-
iable (i.e., measure of global success) each
containing an overlap of information since the
items of the predictor were often shared with
the final criterion measure.
(3) The correlation between either the first CAM
test score, second CAM test score, or the sum
of the two CAM test scores and the global mea-
sures were generally lower than those produced
with the unit test score alone or added to the
two CAM scores.
3.3.2 Discussion
The rationale behind Question 3 was to determine if
CA*M test data furnish information valuable apart from unit
test data in regard to prediction of final success in the
course. Question 3 identified the possible good predictor
variables and Question 4 examined their value in predicting
the global measures.
A basic problem to the comparison of the global mea-
sures and test scores is the overlap among these variables.
Since test items of both predictor and criterion variables
were shared in many instances, the correlations produced were
contaminated to an unknown degree. Therefore, no clear con-
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elusions can be drawn for Question 3. Other factors may en-
ter into the production of differences and these are more
fully examined below.
Several factors in addition to contamination from
shared items may partially explain the differences between
the magnitude of correlations between most of the global mea-
sures and the CAM test scores which were generally much less
than the correlations between the global measures and the
unit test scores. First, the biology course is one requir-
ing a specialized knowledge, little of which is likely to
have been presented in previous school courses allowing few
students to have much preknowledge and probably few who push
ahead of instruction cn. their own. Second, the course is
based on reading a text and on laboratory experiences. Thus,
students who do better on unit tests will be the better read-
ers and will have better study habits. Also the laboratory
experiences do not allow students to work ahead. Third, the
stated behavioral objectives for the course are largely based
on textbook readings
. This would also be part of the explan-
ation for the high correlation between SCAT scores and course
success measures.
Another problem is the difference in test length be-
tween CAM and the unit tests. If the CAM postinstruction
correlations were corrected for unreliability (i.e., attenu-
ation)
,
the resulting comparisons might be different from
those obtained.
Final grades also presented a problem since they were
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determined by each of the four teachers for their own stu-
dents. They were based on CAM and unit test results (two-
thirds) and homework and laboratory performance (one- third)
Thus, final course success as reflected by final semester
giade was to a large degree directly based on performance
on tests and work (both laboratory and homework) which was
dependent on and matched the instructional pace set for the
group by the teacher. Therefore, better readers and students
geared to the pace set by the teacher would be at an advan-
tage in answering items related to objectives encountered in
a postinstruction phase.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the correla-
tions reported in Table 3.3.1 were computed using the total
N of 256 (with the exception of the raw SCAT scores where N
was 208) . If the two teacher sections where CAM was irreg-
ularly used were not included (reducing N to 217)
,
the cor-
relations with the second CAM administration score in parti-
cular might be higher (see analysis of Question 1)
.
3 . 4 Question (4)
Do early CAM test scores predict global measures of
individual student progress and final semester grade?
The analysis of this question deals with the var-
ables used in the correlation matrix in Table 3.3.3 of the
analysis of Question 3. The focus is twofold: (1) to de-
termine if early CAM test scores predict global measures of
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individual student progress and final semester grade and (2)
to compare the value of CAM test scores as predictors with
and without consideration of other predictor variables such
as the first unit test score and the SCAT II verbal score.
The second focus includes the trial use of CAM test scores
and other predictor variables in simulated decision situa-
tions in order to test the practicality of using CAM test
scores in prediction in actual classroom settings.
3.4.1 Analysis for Focus ( 1)
The analyses conducted were multiple-regression anal-
yses wherein a linear combination of independent variables
is produced which correlates as highly as possible with the
dependent variables.
3 . 4 . 1 .
1
Design . The general multiple regression
prediction equation was:
Y
i
" b
o
+ b Xil + b 2 Xi2 + b X.n in (4 - 1)
where, = the predicted dependent variable for subject i,
bQ = an additive constant (point where the linear re-gression plane intercepts the vertical axis)
,
b. = the regression coefficient of the jth indepen-
dent variable X. (where j = 1, . . . , n) , and
J
x. .= the score on predictor (i.e., independent) var-
1 J iable j of subject i.
Stepwise multiple regression is the variation of mul-
tiple regression used for the analyses of Question 4. In
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ordinary stepwise multiple regression, independent variables
are selected from those available to construct at each step
that regression equation which provides the best prediction
possible with a given number of independent variables. Each
new equation containing another variable not included in pre-
vious equations is termed a "step." Each step builds on the
previous step in forming a series of equations, each contain-
ing one more variable than the previous until no variables
are left which will increase the multiple correlation coef-
ficient, R, significantly.
Variables may also be "forced" into equations in
any desired order. By this method a given variable is placed
in an equation by the user of the computer program. "Forc-
ing" enables estimation of the relative value of a variable
in an equation containing a particular "context" of other
variables which might not naturally occur if the variable
were "free" to enter or not "free" to enter at any step.
The null hypothesis of interest for the analysis of
Question 4 was that either the regression coefficent is zero
or that the increase in the multiple R is zero. In proper
notation the hypothesis was:
0 or R— = 0
where, b.. = the regression coefficient cf the ith var-
iable included in the equation for inde-
pendent variable j , and
R.
.
= the increase in the multiple R due to the
inclusion of the ith variable in the equa-
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tion for independent variable j over the R
of the equation containing variables 1 2
. .
.
,
i-1.
The tesr of this hypothesis is an F-test, the results of
which are reported for each inclusion of a variable and then
for its subsequent possible deletion.
The intercon elation matrix of Question 3 provided
a picture of relationships among the independent variables
themselves and among the independent and dependent variables
which provided aids in selecting variables to be forces into
equations and sequences in which to force them. The BMD02R
computer program for stepwise regression was used to generate
the prediction equations (UCLA, 1964d)
.
The most valid indicator of course success was prob-
ably the semester final grade. However, it should be stressed
that this grade was constructed as being two-thirds dependent
on CAM and unit test scores. Thus, there is no true indepen-
dent indicator of success in the course . For the variable
"semester final grade," prediction equations were generated
in some detail. The following six variables were employed
as predictors (i.e., independent variables) as suggested in
Question 3:
(1) first CAM test score (1ST CAM);
(2) second CAM test score (2ND CAM)
;
(3) first unit test score (1ST UNIT);
(4) sum of the first and second CAM test scores
(1+2 CAM);
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(5) siun of the first CAM test, second CAM test andfirst unit test scores (1C2C1U); and
(6) normalized SCAT score (SCATNM)
.
The capitalized terms in parentheses are the abbreviations
for the variables used throughout the remainder of the re-
port of the analyses for Question 4.
3.4. 1.2 Sample and data used
. The test scores of
all 256 students were used. The normalized SCAT score was
used in place of the raw SCAT score to include the 48 stu-
dents without SCAT scores.
3 . 4 . 1
.
3
Results
. In the tables which follow for
each of the series of stepwise regressions reported, sev-
eral column headings need expanded explanations. The column
headed "F" designates one of two kinds of F-ratio. The F-
ratio for the first variable entered into the equation is
from the standard F-test. It is calculated before entry of
the variable. The following F-ratios reported in the column
for each successive variable included in the equation are
from the sequential F-test which makes allowance for var-
iables already entered into the equation. It is also calcu-
lated before entry of the variable into the equation and
serves the function of determining whether the variable in
question should be entered into the prediction equation.
Other F-values are also reported in the tables . The numbers
in parentheses under the "F" column are F-ratios from the
partial F-tests for the elimination of variables already in
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the regression equation. For this particular study the min-
imum F- level for entry of a variable was the .01 level of
confidence and for elimination
.005, both values being the
default values for the BMD02R program.
As an example of the analysis of variance summary
provided for each calculation of an F-ratio for entry of a
variable into the equation, the summary table for the analy-
sis of variance for the entry of the first variable into the
first prediction equation of the stepwise regression sum-
marized in Table 3.4. 1.2 is shown below in Table 3.4. 1.1.
lor ease in reading the tables below which summarize
the results of the stepwise regressions for the several de-
pendent variables, the following explanation of table label-
ling is presented. The column headed "Step number" desig-
nates the steps in sequence of the particular stepwise re-
gression. "Independent variable(s)" refers to the variable
or variables in the equation. The number in parentheses
following the variable name is the position of the variable
in the equation (i.e., position entered into the equation).
"F" has been explained previously. "Multiple R" is the mul-
tiple correlation coefficient of the dependent variable with
the independent variables of the equation. "R“" is the
square of the multiple R and is the proportion of variance
in common between the dependent variable and the independent
variables of the equation. Thus, it is the shared variance
of Y and X
,
. .
.
,
X with "n" designating the number of in-
1 n
dependent variables. The differences between the R^ values
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TABLE 3. 4. 1.1
Summary of the Analysis of Variance for the Entry of the
Variable 1ST UNIT as the First Free-to-Enter Variable
in the Prediction Equation for the Dependent
Variable of Semester Final Grade
Source of
Variation df
Sum of
Squares
Mean
Square F-ratio
Total 255 359.24
Regression
(1ST UNIT) 1 170.15 170.15 228.55
Residual 254 189.09 .74
TABLE 3. 4. 1.2
Results of Stepwise Regression for the Dependent Variable
of Semester Final Grade with Independent Variables
Free to Enter
Step
Number
Independent
Variable(s) F
Multiple
R R2 b
o
b
i
b
2
b
3
1 1ST UNIT 228.55 .69 .47 - .75 .14
2 1ST UNIT(l) (159.51)
1+2 CAM(2) 124.96 (11.72) .70 .50 -1.25 .12 .04
3 1ST UNIT(l) (107.50)
1+2 CAM(2) (7.70)
SCATNM(3) 86.69 (5.61) .71 .51 - .75 .11 .03 .01
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in the column are a measure of the relative value for pre-
diction purposes of the variables added in the respective
positions to the equation (Darlington, 1968). The column
head "b 0
” is the constant of the equation and the columns
headed b^, "b^" designate the regression co-
efficients of the respective variables as entered into the
equation
.
Table 3.4. 1.2 summarizes the stepwise regression re-
sults for the dependent variable of semester final grade
with the six independent variables, all of which are free
to enter the prediction equation.
Examination of Table 3.4. 1.2 shows that the first
unit test score when entered first accounts for 47% of the
shared variance and the addition of the next two variables
only increases to .51. Thus, once the first unit test
score, is available it overshadows all other variables as the
single best predictor; other variables added to it increase
prediction accuracy very little.
Since the teachers in the study had available the
SCAT scores and the first and second CAM test scores before
the first unit test score, the four variables were forced in
order of their chronological availability. The series of
equations formed might be of the type possibly useful to a
teacher in a similar situation to make predictions. Table
3.4. 1.3 summarizes the stepwise regression results for the
four variables forced in sequence of availability to teacher.
The importance of the first unit test score in predicting
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TABLE 3.4. 1.3
Results of Stepwise Regression Analysis for the
Dependent Variable of Semester Final Grade
and Four Forced Independent Variables
Step
Number
Independent
Variable (s) F
Multiple
R R2 b
0
b
i
b
2
b
3
b
4
1 SCATNM 79.09 .49 .24 3.44 .03 -
2 1ST CAM(l) 48.46 (13.84)
SCATNM (2.) (51.21) .53 .28 2.50 .07 .02
3 1ST CAM ( 1
)
• (12.37)
2ND CAM(2) (8.23)
SCATNM ( 3) 35.98 (40.99) .55 .30 1.91 .07 .05 .02
4 1ST CAM(l) (4.78)
2ND CAM(2) (2.84)
1ST UNIT( 3) 64.94 (106.60)
SCATNM(4) (5.36) .71 .51 -.76 .04 .02 .11 .01
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the final semester grade is clearly shown in the table. The
first three variables entered in chronological order of
availability account for 30% of the shared variance, while
the addition of the first unit test score increases the
amount of variance accounted for to 51%.
fsble 3.4. 1.4 summarizes the stepwise regression re-
sults for the first three tests forced in sequence but with-
out SCAT scores considered. Again, it can be seen that the
first unit test score is the largest factor in the predic-
tion of final semester grade. Given the unit test score, the
value of the normalized SCAT score is almost completely re-
moved (R2 of .51 with SCATNM and .50 without). R2 jumped
from .19 for the two CAM test scores to .50 with the unit
test score included. The F for deletion of the first unit
test score in step 3 of Table 3. 4. 1.4 reflects the dramatic
effect of adding the first unit test score to the prediction
equation
.
A major focus of this study was to investigate the
relationship of CAM and unit testing, particularly in regard
to the possibility of overlap in information provided. One
approach is to determine the value of CAM in predicting unit
test results. Therefore, stepwise regression analyses con-
ducted with the dependent variable of the sum of unit test
scores and the independent variables of the first and second
CAM test scores furnish information relevant to the investi-
gation .
When the six independent variables were free to enter
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TABLE 3.4.1.
A
Results of Stepwise Regression Analysis for the Dependent
Variable of Semester Final Grade and the Variables
of First CAM Test Score, Second CAM Test Score,
and First Unit Test Score
Test
Number
Independent
Variable(s) F
Multiple
R R 2 b
o
b b
2
b
^
1 1ST CAM 38.17 .36 .13 1.85 .13 -
•
2 1ST CAM(l) (30.79)
2ND CAM(2) 28.90 (17.20) .43 .19 1.05 .11 .07
3 1ST CAM(l) (7.34)
2ND CAM(2) (3.97)
1ST UNIT (3) 83.36 (156.70) .71 .50 -1.26 .03 .12
the equation, the best single predictor was, as expected,
the first unit test score, which correlates .83 with the sum
of the unit test scores. However, when the variables are
forced into the equation in chronological order of availa-
bility, the results are as reported in Table 3. 4. 1.5.
After the entry of SCATNM, the increase in R2 was
slight for each of the first two CAM test scores. As ex-
pected, the entry of 1ST UNIT dramatically increased R2 , the
proportion of variance shared by the dependent variable and
the combination of four independent variables.
Table 3.4. 1.6 summarizes the results of stepwise re-
gression when SCATNM is not entered until after the other
three variables are taken in order of availability.
It can be seen from Tables 3.4. 1.5 and 3.4. 1.6 thau
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TABLE 3. 4. 1.5
Results of Stepwise Regression with Dependent
Variable of Sum of Unit Test Scores and
Independent Variables Forced
in Order of Availability
Number of
Variables
in Equation
Variables in
Order of Entry
into Equation Multiple R R2
1 SCATNM .59 .35
2 1ST CAM .63 .40
3 2ND CAM .64 .42
4 1ST UNIT .85 .73
Results
the
TABLE 3.4. 1.6
of Stepwise Regression Analysis with
Dependent Variable of Sum of Unit
Test Scores and Three Forced
Independent Variables
Number of
Variables
in Equation
Variables in
Order of Entry
into Equation Multiple R R2
1 1ST CAM .42 .18
2 2ND CAM .48 .23
3 1ST UNIT .84 .71
4 SCATNM .85 .73
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the first and second CAM test scores are weak predictors of
the sum of the unit test score as compared to the SCATNM or
the 1ST UNIT variable.
One further set of regression analyses is directly
related to the study of the relation between CAM testing and
unit testing. This is the set having the sum of CAM instruc-
tion-completed (i.e., postinstruction) scores as the depen-
dent variable. This variable is the CAM counterpart to unit
testing. Table 3. 4. 1.7 is a summary of several stepwise re-
gression analyses, each of which had the six independent var-
iables in a different combination of entry priorities.
Results are very similar to those of the stepwise
regressions with the dependent variable of sum of unit test
scores. The same four independent variables were present
and multiple R's were highly similar with the exception of
those of 1ST UNIT in each equation, where with the dependent
variable of sum of unit test scores it ranged from .83 to
.85 and in Table 3.4.1.
7
it ranged from .72 to .77. Not only
was 1ST UNIT the single best predictor but it eclipsed the
other variables so that even with the others added into the
equations R only increased from .72 to .77.
3. 4. 1.4 Summary of results . The "usefulness of a
predictor variable, as defined by Darlington (1968)
,
is the
amount that R2 decreases if that predictor variable were re-
moved from the regression equation and the remaining vari
ables reweighted appropriately. When predictor variables are
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TABLE 3.4.1.
7
Results of Stepwise Regression Analyses with the
Dependent Variable of Sum of CAM Instruction-
Completed Scores and Several Combinations
of Forced and Free- to-Enter
Independent Variables
Restrictions on
the Variables to
Enter Equations
Number of
Variables
in Equation
Variables in
Order of Entry
into Equation
Multiple
R R2
All free to enter 1 1ST UNIT .72 .52
2 SCATNM .75 .57
3 1ST CAM .77
»
.59
4 2ND CAM .77 .59
All forced in order 1 SCATNM .58 .33
of availability
2 1ST CAM .62 .39
3 2ND CAM .64 .40
4 1ST UNIT .77 .59
Same as above but 1 1ST CAM .43 .18
SCATNM left free
to enter after 1, 2 2ND CAM >9 .24
2 and 3 were in
3 1ST UNIT .75 .56
4 SCATNM .77 .59
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uncorrelated, then the usefulness of a given predictor vari-
able equals the squared correlation of the dependent variable
and the predictor variables. When predictor variables are
inter correlated
,
the usefulness of. a given predictor variable
equals the squared correlation of the dependent variable and
that component of the predictor variable which is orthogonal
to the. other predictor variables.
The correlation matrix in Table 3.3.3 of the analyses
results of Question 3 show that all the predictor variables
of this study are intercorrelated and thus it is the orthog-
onal component of each which is used to determine usefulness
in Darlington's sense.
In determi-ning the usefulness of predictor variables
reported in this analysis, it was found that the first unit
test score (1ST UNIT) was the most useful in predicting
course semester grade in every equation. The 1ST UNIT alone
provided an R2 of .47 (see Table 3. 4. 1.2) and the normalized
SCAT score (SCATNM) alone provided an R2 of .24. The first
CAM test score (1ST CAM) alone provided an R2 of only .19.
However, adding 1STUNIT provided an R 2 of .47 and adding
other independent variables increased R2 to only .51. In
contrast, the three variables of SCATNM, 1STCAM, and 2NDCAM
provided an equation with R2 of .30.
Thus, the analysis showed that early CAM scores in
this study were poor predictors of final semester grade while
normalized SCAT score and first unit test scores were more
useful in the prediction equation.
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3.4.2 Analysis for Focus (2)
A second part of the analysis for Question 4 was the
usefulness of several of the prediction equations to the
teacher making decisions about each individual student's
course progress. The most indicative variable (of the avail-
able variables) of overall course success was the final se-
mester grade. Thus this variable was used as the dependent
variable in all equations for this part of the analysis.
3 4 . 2 .
1
Design
. Simulated decision making was con-
ducted and decision "boxes" were constructed for each combin-
ation of student group and prediction equation selected. De-
cisions were based on the actual final semester grade versus
that predicted by the particular equation. Each box contains
four cells. Each cell contains the sum of decision outcomes
of a particular type which is one of the following four:
Prediction Actual Result
(1) Pass Pass
(2) Pass Fail
(3) Fail Pass
(4) Fail Fail
The "proportion of correct decisions," i.e., types (1) and
was calculated for each prediction as well as for decision
types (2) and (3). The loss function selected for comparison
of the decision rules was the "proportion of incorrect de-
cisions .
"
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Prediction equations were calculated for the entire
group and for all students with even-numbered student identi-
fication numbers. The odd-even division produced two random
population halves. (Student identification numbers are six-
digit numbers assigned to students upon entry into the
schools of the district of this study.) The equations based
on the even-numbered students were used to make predictions
about the odd-numbered students. Thus, the comparison of
the "evens" and "odds" provided cross-validation of the use-
fulness of the prediction equations. The BMD03R multiple-
regression computer program was used to generate the predic-
tion equations (UCLA, 1964b). For decision-making purposes,
a failing grade for a student was set at 2.5 or less and a
passing grade at greater than 2.5. These grade points were
determined by assigning a weight of 5 to an "A," 4 to a "B ,
"
3 to a "C," 2 to a "D," and 1 to an "F . " The point of 2.5
was selected as the cutoff because of the nearness of a grade
below "C" to failure.
Each set of equations take the form of:
Y. = b + b. X. . + b 0 X. 0 + . . . + b.X. . , (4-2)l o 1 ij 2 i2 j ij
A
where - the predicted grade for individual i,
b Q = the equation constant term,
b- = the regression coefficient for the indepen-
^ dent variable j , and
ij
the score of individual i on the independent
variable j
.
X
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3
-i4-2.2 Sample . This included three student groups:
all students (N = 256)
,
students with even identification
numbers (N -• 128)
,
and students with odd identification num-
bers (N — 128) . It was coincidental that exactly half the
students had even identification numbers and half had odd.
3. 4. 2. 3 Result s. The first set of equations con-
tained the single independent variable of normalized SCAT
score (SCATNM)
. For N = 256 the prediction equation was:
Y = 3.440 + .029 (SCATNM) (4 - 3)
Table 3.4.2. 1 contains the decision box.
The percent in each cell designates what percent the
number of decisions reported in the cell are of the type of
predicted grade for that cell. Thus, in Table 3.4.2. 1 for
the N of 256, 233 students had a predicted grade of PASS but
only 192 of them ( 82% of those predicted as passing) actually
had a passing grade, while 41 of them ( 1 8%) actually had a
failing grade. This compares to the base rate for the N of
256 of 79% who actually passed and 21% who actually failed.
The percents for the prediction categories serve as a means
of comparison for predictive value of a given equation.
The prediction equation for N of 128 (even-numbered
students) was:
Y = 3.435 + .029 (SCATNM). (4 - 4)
Table 3.4.2.
1
contains the decision box matrices for all three
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TABLE 3.4.2.
1
Decisions for Prediction Equations with SCATNM
as Independent Variable for N = 256,
N = 128 (Even-Numbered)
,
and
N = 128 (Odd-Numbered)
Predicted
Grade
(N)
Actual
Pass
Grade
Fail
N 7o N %
For N = 256
Fass (233) 192 (82%) 41 (18%)
Fail (23) 9 (39%) 14 (61%)
201 (79%) 55 (21%)
For N = 128 (even-numbered)
Pass (122) 102 (84%) 20 (16%)
Fail (6) 3 (50%) 3 (50%)
105 (82%) 23 (18%)
For N = 128 (odd-riumbered)
Pass (111) 90 (81%) 21 (19%)
Fail (17) 6 (35%) 11 (65%)
96 (75%) 32 (25%)
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student samples: the N of 256, the N of 128 of even-numbered
students, and the N of 128 of odd-numbered students for which
decisions were based on the equation derived for the even-
numbered students.
Given the student's SCAT score and the prediction
that the student will pass, the accuracy was 192 of 201 (96%)
and the prediction that the student will fail, the accuracy
was 14 of 55 (25%) for the N of 256. However, the 192 was
only 82% of those predicted to pass and the 14 was 39% of
those predicted to fail
. Thus
,
the total of each group for
the prediction categories of pass or fail was not a strongly
reliable indication of the actual proportion of those who do
pass or fail under the criteria set forth. The use of the
even-numbered students (N = 128) changed the prediction ca-
pabilities very slightly from those based on N of 256 and
cross-validation with the odd-numbered students (N = 128)
substantiated the value of the prediction equation.
A second set of equations contained the three inde-
pendent variables of SCATNM, 1STCAM, and 2NDCAM. The equa-
tion for N of 256 was:
Y = 1.909 + .069 (1STCAM) + .047 (2NDCAM) + .022 (SCATNM).
(4 - 5)
The equation for N of 128 even-numbered students was:
Y = 1.869 -1 .098 (1STCAM) 4- .021 (SCATNM). (4 - 6)
Table 3. 4. 2.
2
contains the decision results for the three
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groups of students.
Again, the subsample of even-numbered students pro-
vided similar predictions to those of the entire sample and
the use of the odd-numbered students as a cross-validation
of the even-numbered students also provided highly similar
results. The results are almost identical to those of Table
3.4.2.
1
where only SCATNM was used in the equations. Thus,
the inclusion of early CAM scores with SCAT scores for pre-
diction did not improve prediction capabilities over using
the SCAT score alone.
A third set of prediction equations had four inde-
pendent variables: SCATNM, 1STCAM, 2NDCAM, and 1STUNIT. The
equation for N of 256 was
:
Y = -.763 + .037 (1STCAM) + .024 (2NDCAM)
+ .113 (1STUNIT) + .008 (SCATNM), (4 - 7)
and for N of 128 even-numbered students was:
Y = -1.630 + .053 (1STCAM) + 0 (2NDCAM)
+ .145 ( 1STUNIT) + .003 (SCATNM). (4 - 8)
For computation of decision values SCATNM was omitted because
of nonsignificance of its addition to the equation, i.e., its
regression coefficient did not differ significantly from zero.
The decision results for the three students groups are con-
tained in Table 3.4. 2. 3.
Once again the results for the 128 even-numbered stu-
dents are similar to those for the N of 256 and the comparison
TABLE 3. 4. 2.
2
Decisions for Prediction Equations with SCATNM
1STCAM, and 2NDCAM as the Independent
Variables for N = 256, N = 128
(Even-Numbered)
,
and N = 128
(Odd-Numbered)
Predicted
Grade
(N)
Pass
Actual Grade
Fail
N % N %
For N = 256
Pass (232) 192 (83%) 40 (17%)
Fail (24) 9 (37%) 15 (63%)
201 (79%) 55 (21%)
For N + 128 (even-numbered) •
Pass (123) 102 (83%) 21 (17%)
Fail (5) 3 (60%) 2 (40%)
105 (82%) 23 (18%)
For N = 128 (odd-numbered)
Pass (109) 90 (83%) 19 (17%)
Fail (19) 6 (32%) 13 (68%)
96 (75%) 32 (25%)
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TABLE 3.4.2.3-
Decisions for Prediction Equations with Four
Independent Variables for N = 256, N = 128
(Even-Numbered)
,
and N = 128
(Odd-Numbered)
Predicted
Grade
(N)
Pass
N
Actual
7o
Grade
Fall
N %
For N = 256
Pass (221) 192 (87%) 29 (13%)
Fail (35) 9 (26%) 26 (74%)
201 (79%) 55 (21%)
For N = 128 (even-numbered)
Pass (110) 100 (91%) 10 (9%)
Fail (18) 5 (28%) 13 (72%)
105 (82%) 23 (18%)
For N = 128 (odd-numbered)
Pass (99) 85 (86%) 14 (14%)
Fail (29) 11 (38%) 18 (62%)
~96 (75%) 32 (25%)
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for cross-validation with the 128 odd-numbered students us-
ing the equation based on the 128 even-numbered showed quite
similar proportions with some slight shifts in the "predicted
fail" category.
A final set of equations considered only the single
independent variable of 1STUNIT. The equation for N - 256
was :
i = -.746 + .139 (1STUNT.T)
,
(4 - 9)
and for the N = 128 even-numbered students was:
Y = -1.450 + .161 (1STUN1T)
.
(4 - 10)
Table 3.4. 2.4 contains the decision results for these two
groups and the comparison sample of N = 128 odd-numbered
students based on Equation 4-10.
Results are highly similar to those of the previous
three sets of prediction equations with proportions of cor-
rect decisions being highly similar across all three groups.
3 . 4. 2
.
4 Summary of results . Clearly emerging from
these analyses is that the SCAT score known at the beginning
of the course was (with prediction accuracy of 96%) as useful
as the first unit test score in predicting success or as any
combination of the other independent variables. However, it
was not as useful in predicting failures as the first unit
test or other combinations of the independent variables. Tne
poorest of the predictors were the first and second CAM test
scores
.
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TAB7.E 3. 4. 2.
4
Decisions for Prediction Equations with
1STUNIT as the Independent Variable
for N = 256, N = 128
(Even-Numbered)
,
and
N = 128 (Odd-Numbered)
Predicted
Grade
(N)
Pass
Actual Grade
Fail
N % N %
For N = 256
Pass (218) 190 (87%) 28 (13%)
Fail (38) 11 (30%) 27 (70%)
201 (79%) 55 (21%)
For N = 128 (even-numbered)
Pass (112) 101 (90%) 11 (10%)
Fail (16) 4 (25%) 12 (75%)
105 (82%) 23 (18%)
For N = 128 (odd-numbered)
Pass (98) 85 (87%) 13 (13%)
Fail (30) 11 (37%) 19 (63%)
96 (75%) 32 (25%)
«»
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^ —Discussion
. The decision-box approach proved
useful, in the prediction of failure although predicting suc-
cess was more accurate as would be expected. A future de-
velopment of the decision box may eventually enable a computer
to "flag" performances of students as possible "fail" when a
loss function identifies it as such. Such flagging would
signal the need for special attention by a teacher or coun-
selor with the student predicted as possible "fail."
One part of the analysis in need of revision was the
arbitrary means of obtaining a decision- theoretic rule with
which to test prediction possibilities. The arbitrary set-
ting of a decision rule for probable pass-probable fail at
the midpoint between "C" and "D" (i.e., between 3.0 and 2.0)
had several problems:
(1) The composition of final grades was largely
based on posttest performances and supposedly
one- third of the final grade was for laboratory
work which would not bear directly on perfor-
mance on CAM and unit testing.
(2) There were "F" grades (i.e., 1.0) given. Thus,
a grade of 2.0 was actually a passing grade.
(3) Grading was complicated by being done by four
different teachers, two of whom attached "+"
and to the letter grades indicating at least
one difference in grading practices.
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(4) The choice of the final semester grade as a mea-
sure of end-of-course success is probably a poor
choice. A grade" is usually an average of
grades given for performances over time
. Thus
it is not a reliable indicator of final success
but one of success averaged across all perfor-
mances. This, in turn, is complicated by the
judgment of the grader which in the present case
is actually four graders
. Better criteria for
success would be indicators of final performance
on objectives. A suggestion is the last few
CAM scores or other measures of final perfor-
mances .
A virtue of using a cutoff score of 2.5 was to pro-
duce a conservative decision model for applying the predic-
tion equations in simulation. Thus, both the "accuracy" of
prediction (percent of those examinees predicted to pass or
fail who actually passed or failed) and the "reliability" of
prediction (percent of the predicted category which actually
was correctly predicted) were low estimates of whom the
teachers would have judged to be passing and high estimates
of those failing. The surprising elements were the strengths
of the SCAT score and first unit test as screening devices
for course entry.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter has three purposes
:
(1) To provide a general summary of the results of
the analyses for the six individual research
questions and to present generalizations based
on these individual results combined,
(2) To suggest research which would build on the
conclusions of this study, and
(3) To point out specific applications of the re-
sults of this study for users of CAM and unit
testing
.
4 .
1
_
Summary of Results by Question
Question 1 investigated CAM test-form difficulties
for differences at each test administration and for major
differences in relative difficulty across administrations.
The results are as follows:
(1) The eight CAM test forms differed in difficulty
at five of the six CAM test administrations (all
p < . 025) .
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(2) All eight test forms became less difficult at
each succeeding test administration.
(3) There was no significant change in relative dif
ficulty of each test form to the others at each
CAM test administration, i.e., the eight test
forms maintained the same difficulty ranking
across administrations.
(4) All eight student schedule groups were found to
perform equivalently on the CAM tests and also
on the unit tests.
A possible generalization from the results of Ques-
tion 1 is that given student schedule groups which perform
equivalently on the tests, test forms will not vary in rela-
tive difficulty to each other across test administrations.
It would be of immense value to criterion-referenced testing
to be able to make this statement particularly since teach-
ers construct the vast majority of criterion-referenced tests.
Also producing randomly parallel test forms requires field
testing the items or, more practically for the teacher,
trials in the actual instructional setting. The early prod-
ucts of these trials will be like the test forms in this
study, unequal in difficulty. If there were assurance that
forms would not fluctuate in relative difficulty, test re-
sults would be more reliable and useful to the teacher. How
ever, this claim cannot be made unequivocally. Replication
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of the study is required. Different subject areas and test
f°-m designs might not yield the same results.
Question 2 examined the effect on test-item diffi-
culty of an item used in the two contexts of CAM and unit
tests. A second comparison was made of differences in test-
item difficulty of items where subjects had either previous
or no previous experience with the item. The results are:
(1) There was no difference in item difficulty (i.e.,
student group performance) between test items
with prior exposure to subjects versus items
with no prior exposure.
(2) Items answered immediately after instruction on
their associated objectives were found to be
significantly more difficult if they appeared
on CAM tests than if they appeared on unit tests.
No generalizations can be made from the results of
Question 2 which are applicable to other populations. Two
reasons for this are: (1) the format of the unit tests were
similar to the CAM tests in that most objectives were mea-
sured by only one or two test items and (2) an adequate con-
trol for or measure of student motivation for taking either
of the two types of tests was not present in the study.
Question 3 investigated the relationships among the
and selected potentialglobal measures of course success
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predictors of these measures. The purpose was to identify
possible predictor variables which have high correlations
with the global measures of success (i.e., the criteria),
but low correlations with each other. The results are:
(1) Early CAM test scores, the SCAT gcore, and the
first unit test score all had rather high cor-
relations with the global measures (most cor-
relations were over .45 with nearly one-third
over . 60) .
(2) The SCAT score and the first unit test score
appeared to be better potential predictors of
the global measures than early CAM scores.
The results obtained are certainly not of an unex-
pected nature. With cognitive measures, positive correla-
tions are the rule. The results are also inclusive. There
were many test items shared by both the predictor and cri-
terion variables. Thus, the correlations produced are con-
taminated and to an unknown degree.
Question 4 focused on the usefulness of CAM scores
in predicting global measures of individual student progreso
and the final semester grade. The practicality of using SCAT.
CAM and unit test scores for prediction in a classroom situ-
ation was examined with simulated decision making with the
result of each prediction equation being matched against final
semester grade (the criterion). The results are.
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(1) Ihe first unit test score was the best predictor
of final semester grade with the normalized SCAT
score second best but not nearly as good. Early
CAM scores (first and second CAM tests) were a
distant third and fourth in usefulness for pre-
diction
.
(2) In the decision-making simulations, the first
unit test score alone predicted 95% of the stu-
dents designated as successes and 497o of those
designated failures for N = 256. The normalized
SCAT score alone predicted 9670 of the successes
but only 25% of the failures of N = 256. The
addition of the first and/or second CAM test
scores to the equations changed the percents
negligib ly
.
These results bear out what might be conjectured as
the case from only a surface knowledge of the situation.
One would normally assume that high scores on a verbal abil-
ity test (the course of biology as it was taught required much
reading and writing) and on early mastery tests in a course
would be highly predictive of final success in the course.
Another factor is the method used to measure success, i.e.,
in this case, the final semester teacher-assigned grade. The
composition of the grade is important. The grade was a rank-
ing of students based primarily on mastery test results and
laboratory performance. The CAM tests were poor predictors of
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this grade. To produce results with some generalizability
about the value of CAM in prediction it probably would re-
quire repeating the design with other subject areas and grade
levels
.
One generalization which emerges is that given in-
formation about a student's ability relative to a course of
study and early measures of his performance in mastering
course objectives, the prediction of his eventual course
success can be highly accurate.
4.1.1 Other conclusions related to the use of CAM.
This study made use of an actual classroom situation whereby
the testing procedures were not superimposed on the normal
instructional setting. Items were somewhat refined by teach-
ers but an examination of item difficulties done preparatory
to the analyses of this study showed most objectives to be
represented by items which were not equivalent in difficulty.
As the items for each objective become more equivalent, the
tighter the individual CAM tests will be in terms of equiv-
alence .
Emerging from the four analyses is the "robustness 1
of the CAM technique in delivering trend data against the
odds imposed by situational factors. By "robustness" is
meant the strength of the technique in furnishing information
to teachers useful in everyday, practical decision making
when certain testing parameters are less than perfect. For
example, given the known nonequivalence of test items, the
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analyses of Question 1 showed that the CAM tests did not sig-
nificantly fluctuate in rank as to test-form difficulty
across test administrations. Also the CAM technique for es-
tablishing student schedule groups was shown through the
analysis of variance to have created no interaction effects
attributable to student groups. The analysis of Question A
showed CAM capable in the simulated decision-making analysis
of having half the student population be as useful as the
whole population in establishing prediction equations for stu-
dent success.
Also apparent are the shortcomings of the longitudin-
al CAM design. It furnishes a conservative estimate of stu-
dent performance which is probably due to a combination of
the test design with only a single item sampled per objec-
tive and the relatively low motivation of students taking
the tests compared to the motivation of taking unit posttests.
4 j_2 Re commendations for
Future Research
This section opens with a discussion of the factors
desirable for setting up a CAM design for a research study.
This discussion is followed by a brief listing of ideas for
future research designs which focus on the questions asked
in this study.
4.2.1 Factors in designing a study with CAM. The
following discussion is divided by the major variables of the
CAM design.
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(1) Teachers
. A shortcoming of the present study
was an unequal representation of students from each of the
four teachers. The teachers differed in conscientiousness
in using the CAM data and in having all students complete
the testing treatment. There was also no means of system-
atically checking to see that each teacher was presenting
material and maintaining techniques which were essentially
equivalent to what the other teachers were doing.
A more thorough study would include more teachers
so that individual difference in conscientiousness would be
spread over more of a continuum and results become more gen-
eralizable
.
(2) Subjects . The sample size of 256 students ap-
peared adequate because the size of student schedule groups
(SSGs) were sufficiently large (ranging 29 to 36) to insure
reliable results from analyses of variance. However, one
problem was the unequal size of SSGs. This left the largest
group containing seven students more than the smallest. How-
ever, internal consistency of the groups (for CAM this is
the representativeness of a given SSG) was excellent and a
very necessary design component. A second problem was the
lack of SCAT scores for all subjects. A third problem was
the composition of the student body--a span of two school
years, ninth and tenth grades. Tenth graders would probably
have had another year of science and bring more of a back-
ground to the course than the ninth graders. However, no
means of substantiating differences were employed.
(3) Testing treatment
. The duration of the treat-
ment (one semester) appears to be long enough in that a large
number of objectives and items can be accommodated on test
forms and the span of 20 weeks allows up to 16 to 18 test
administrations if one tests as frequently as weekly, but
the trend witn users of CAM is to test less frequently.
A second issue is the frequency of testing. CAM
testings numbered six whereas if administrations had oc-
curred biweekly, as is typical for a CAM system designed to
measure performance on a large number of the instructional
objectives, the number of administrations would have been
from 8 to 10. This increase in the number of data points
would have added to the value of the regression analyses. A
basic limitation for the CAM longitudinal testing design ap-
pears to be the frequency with which a course representative
test can be administered. Student motivation to respond to
the tests would probably decrease as the frequency of test-
ing increased. Variations on the item-sampling design need
to be studied in relation to student motivation. Since stu-
dent motivation is largely a product of the teacher's in-
structional methodology and attitudes the research could be-
come quite complex.
A third issue is test content. In constructing the
CAM test forms for this study, teachers used a rough rule as
to the type of items put on the test forms. About ^5A of
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the objectives were selected to be measured by items on CAM
tests identical to those on unit tests, another 25 % were
selected to have some items identical on both types of tests
and some different, and 50% were selected to have items on
CAM tests different from the items on the unit tests. This
composition admitted various choices for analysis of which
only the identical items of both CAM and unit testing were
used. The uncontrolled factors here were: (1) lack of ad-
herence to the rule and (2) items having varying difficulty
levels, i.e., they were not equivalent for a given objective.
A more systematic method of establishing interchangeable test
forms is needed.
A fourth issue was the extreme weighting of objec-
tives and units. (See Table A-l of Appendix A.) Objectives
had from one to 10 items each, and were not always evenly
divided between CAM tests and unit tests. Several items
were also used twice on CAM tests. Review or course prere-
quisite objectives generally had only one or two items each
which often appeared either on a CAM test or on the first
unit test but not both. Units were weighted with from one
to 16 objectives each and suffered the same problems of item
representation on tests as did single objectives.
A fifth problem was the use of so few items for most
objectives on both the CAM and unit tests. This was particu-
larly deleterious on the unit tests because more than half
of the objectives were tested by only one or two items on the
unit tests providing a very limited demonstration by
students
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of knowledge of these objectives. Thus, the actual composi-
tion of the unit and CAM tests was highly similar in terms
of weighting of objectives with test items. A larger dif-
ference in test composition would provide a better means of
comparison and perhaps different results to the research
questions of this study.
The test length (34 items for CAM forms and 30 and
40 items for unit tests) seemed appropriate for the age level
of students particularly since items were multiple-choice
items. However, multiple-choice items add fluctuation to in-
dividual scores because of the guessing factor involved versus
the more time consuming and harder-t.o-correct
,
open-ended
test items.
In sum, two recommendations for testing treatment
stand out: (1) test content should be rigidly controlled to
insure equivalent representation of individual objectives
where possible, and (2) objectives should be represented by
several items each on unit or mastery tests to provide sta-
bility and accuracy in measurement.
4.2.2 Future research designs . Research relating
to criterion-referenced testing is in its infancy. The tech-
niques used in this study need to be applied to other content
areas and student populations to determine their general va-
lidity and scope of application. Suggestions foi future re-
search stemming from the questions of this present study fol-
low :
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1 * Criteria for student schedule group (SSG) equiv -
Question 1 emphasized the importance of the equiv-
alence (i.e., representativeness) of SSGs
. The usual means
of assigning students to SSGs are to randomly select students
by selecting one student and placing him in SSG 1, another
student and placing him in SSG 2, and so on until all stu-
dents are placed in a SSG. A second means is to stratify
students by some ability or achievement measures into three
groups--low
,
medium, and high. Then selection is made ran-
domly from each ability or achievement group to create the
SSGs.
Variables such as student interest level and skill
capability may suggest other dimensions of achievement V7hich
will affect student progress trends and result in learning
curves valuable in program and curriculum analysis and vali-
dation. For instance, an interest level variable for estab-
lishing SSGs might produce data suggestive of instructional
approach and sequence best suited to increasing interest in
the course.
2. Effects of the two environments of CAM and unit
testing
.
Question 2 determined that students perform dif-
ferently on CAM and unit tests. This finding has implica-
tions for the analysis of results and the interpretation of
test scores depending on the type of testing environment.
More detailed approaches need to be devised than were used
in this study to answer the question of whether or not stu-
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dents respond differently in the two environments of CAM and
unit testing.
One focus would be to study the CAM computer- gener-
ated item difficulties for individual items which are calcu-
lated for three instruction phases: preinstruction, imme-
diate pos tinstruction
,
and long-term postinstruction reten-
tion. Comparisons can be made between these item difficul-
ties and the postinstruction item difficulties of unit tests.
More in-depth information would be available on the changing
relationship between responses to items on CAM and unit tests.
3 . Further study of the complementary use of CAM and
and unit testing . Several questions on the complementary use
of CAM and unit testing remain unanswered or only partially
answered. A list of these follows:
(a) Can CAM tests be constructed so as to provide
a subscore of posttest achievement predictive
of unit achievement estimates?
(b) Are unit test scores predictive of CAM reten-
tion subscores? The question relates to the
possibility of producing activities designed
to prevent problems for content areas predicted
to become areas of particular difficulty.
(c) Are CAM pretest scores predictive of unit scores?
Tests constructed to allow prediction of post-
test scores from pretest scores would be directly
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useful in program refinement particularly in
day-to-day organization of instruction.
4. Trend analysis of achievement
. The longitudinal
CAM testing design produces trend data. A major problem in
the analysis of achievement patterns is that of establishing
a sound procedure for determining the goodness of fit of
group data based on various sizes of samples. A chi-square
approach is one method, but other avenues bear investigation.
In Question 2, nonparametric sign tests (the Wilcoxon and
the Walsh tests) were used for a similar problem when other
statistical approaches appeared not as satisfactory. The
application of the nonparametric sign tests to goodness of
fit in trend analysis needs to be investigated. \
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APPENDIX A
Table Showing Test Form Composition
for CAM Tests and Unit Tests
This appendix contains a tabular arrangement of the
test-form composition of both the CAM tests and unit tests
used in this study. It is a breakdown by item of each test
form and contains each item, the objective to which the item
is associated, the units containing the objective, the lesson
containing the unit, and the data of lesson completion. The
key for the table (Table A-l) is as follows:
(1) CAM test form numbers are given across the top (Test
Forms 51 to 58)
.
(2) Unit test form numbers are given in the right half of
the table immediately above the items contained on the
form.
(3) At the far left margin:
(a) Time : refers to date of lesson completion,
(b) Lesson: gives the lesson number designation for
each objective whose identification number is to
the immediate right, and
(c) Obj (ective) : designates the objective identifica-
tion number, the first two digits of which are
also the unit identification number.
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(4) The columns headed by CAM test form numbers contain the
item identification numbers and position of these items
on the CAM test forms
. The identification numbers are
read as follows, under CAM Test Form 51 is "01(8)" which
means that Item 110301 of Objective 1103 is in the 8th
position on the test form. Several objectives have two
items on a given test form and thus two pairs of item
identification numbers and position numbers are set
side-by-side without spacing between them in the appro-
priate column.
(5) Items for unit test forms are represented the same way
with the exception that the forms are represented hori-
zontally in the table with one above the other rather
than vertically like the CAM forms which are presented
side-by-side
.
(6) The total number of items per CAM form is given at the
bottom of the page.
CAM
Form
Number
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Items
(by
Position
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Form)
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APPENDIX B
Tables of the Item Difficulty of 10
Items of Unit 26 Which Appear on
Both CAM and Unit Test Forms by
Student Schedule Group (SSG)
and by Test Administration
In the 10 tables of this appendix the type of test
and the test form identification number are given immediate-
ly below the test administration number.
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TABLE B-l
Item Difficulty of Item 260101 by
SSG and by Test Administration
Test Administration
1 2 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 51 51 51 51 63 51 51
1(29) .21 .83
2(30) .23 .83
3(36) .86
4(33) .56 .88
5(31) .87 .71
6(35) .31 .94
7(33) .88 .79
8(29) .82
TABLE B-2
Item Difficulty of Item 260110 by SSG
and by Test Administration
Test: Administration
1 2 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 54 54 54 54 63 54 54
1(29)
2(30)
3(36)
4(33)
5(31)
6 ( 35 )
7(33)
8(29)
.53
.26
.71
.48
.83
.87
.92
.67
.87
.91
.82
.86
1.00
.83
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TABLE B-3
Item Difficulty of Item 260204 by
and by Test Administration
SSG
Test Administration
12 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 53 53 53 53 63 53 53
1(29) .69
2(30) .70 .73
3(36) .24 .84
4(33) .24 .76
5(31) .23 .87
6(35) .83 .91
7(33) .79
8(29) .68 .90
TABLE B-4
Item Difficulty of Item 260303 by SSG
and by Test Administration
Test Administration
12 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 54 54 54 54 63 54 54
1(29)
2(30)
3(36)
4(33)
5(31)
6(35)
7(33)
8(29)
.61
.18
.13
.27
.62
.73
.81
.70
.77
.83
.70
.89
.61
.77
TABLE B-5
Item Difficulty of Item 260304 by SSG
and by Test Administration
Test Administration
1 2 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 58 58 58 58 63 58 58
1(29) .76 .72
2(30) .97 .83
3(36) .59 .84
4(33) .56 .94
5(31) .83
6(35) .80 .74
7(33) .70
8(29) .52 .75 '
TABLE B-6
Item Difficulty of Item 260401 by SSG
and by Test Administration
Test Administration
1 2 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 55 55 55 55 63 55 55
1(29)
2(30)
3(36)
4(33)
5(31)
6(35)
7(33)
8(29)
.32
.40 .48
.67
.81 .69
.67
.67
.80
.79
.75
.74
.33
.52
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TABLE B-7
Item Difficulty of Item 260402 by SSG
and by Test Administration
Test Administration
1 2 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 52 52 52 52 63 52 52
1(29) .55 .55
2(30) .20 .60
3(36) .38 .62
4(33) .58
5(31) .57
6(35) .63 .60
7(33) .42 .52
8(29) .17 .71
TABLE B-8
Item Difficulty of Item 260501 by SSG
and by Test Administration
Test Administration
1 2 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 56 56 56 56 63 56 56
1(29)
2(30) -23
3(36)
4(33)
5(31)
6(35) -37
7(33)
8(29)
.90 .69
.80
.81
.73
.61 .73
.69
.73
.79
.24
.70
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TABLE B-9
Item Difficulty of Item 260702 by SSG
and by Test Administration
Test Administration
1 2 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 52 52 52 52 63 52 52
1(29)
.62 .66
2(30) .37 .70
3(36) .49 .65
4(33) .67
5(31) .87
6(35) .60 .60
7(33) .67 .57
8(29) .52 .68
TABLE B-10
Item Difficulty of Item 260705 by SSG
and by Test Administration
Test Administration
1 2 4 6 7 8 9
SSG CAM CAM CAM CAM Unit CAM CAM
(and Size) 51 51 51 51 63 51 51
1(29)
2(30)
3(36)
4(33)
5(31)
6(35)
7(33)
8(29)
.10
.27
.41
.47
.35
.32 .30
.20
.29
.52
.25
.42
14
52
APPENDIX C
Summary of the Research and Thought
on Criterion- Referenced Testing Extending
the Background (Section 1.1) of Chapter I through 1974
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Glaser and Nitko (1971) defined a criterion-referenced
test as "one that is deliberately constructed to yield measure-
ments that are directly interpretable in terms of specified
performance standards" (p . 653). While this definition was
more specific than previous definitions in that it stated "de-
liberately constructed" and "directly interpretable," it, none-
theless, covers a broad category and makes no differentiation
between tests composed of items which were systematically gen-
erated from a precise set of item generation rules or of items
judged by a single item reviewer as having face validity and
probable reliability. Perhaps due to a general, pervasive
vagueness in the definition and, hence, test construction pro-
cedures, the concept of criterion-referenced measurement has
been used more in the interpretation of test results than in
the methodology of a testing procedures.
llillman (1974) attempts to clarify what has heretofore
been termed criterion-referenced tests. Re focuses on the
specificity of test content, i.e., the specificity of the de-
scription of the item population. Both Millman (1974) and
Hively (1974) prefer the term "domain-referenced tests" (DRT)
rather than "criterion-referenced tests." The word "criterion
is perhaps suggestive of a criterion test, a term which
denotes
a special use of a test in an experimental design. The
word
"domain" suggests that an item population is defined.
Millman
states that the domain "may be extensive or a single,
narrow
be well defined, which means that con-objective, but it must
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tent and format limits must be well specified." (p. 314) .
Thus, he offers the definition for a DRT as a test composed
of items (each constructed with a high degree of specificity
to measure performance of an objective) which are drawn from
a population of such items in a random or stratified random
fashion. Therefore, test content is clearly described and
test scores can be directly interpretable in terms of the ob-
jectives (i.e., performance standards).
Additionally, a new clarity is introduced to making
criterion-referenced interpretations. The random or strati-
fied random sampling from a well-defined item population (i.e.,
the domain) permits "an estimation of an examinee's domain
score or level of functioning, defined as the percent of the
population of items the examinee could answer correctly or in
a given direction" (p . 315).
To further crystalize the concept of DRT it is fruit-
ful to contrast it with norm-referenced testing. These ap-
proaches to testing differ not only in the comprehensiveness
with which the item population is specified but also in terms
of how the items are constructed. Norm-referenced tests are
constructed of items which differentiate among examinees on
an attribute which the test is designed to measure. Millman
(1974) terms such tests differential assessment devices (DAD's).
DRT items are those which are related directly to the measure-
ment of a specific content domain (for instance, an instruc-
tional objective). DAD items must have item characteristics
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which differentiate among examinees on a particular attribute.
Therefore, in general, a test cannot provide results directly
interpretable in terms of performance tasks and also be optimal
for differential assessment. The items necessary for both
tests are drawn from different item pools. This situation has
not been adequately focused on in the past in the literature.
The echo of Popham and Husek's (1969) statement that a test
may be used either as a norm-referenced or criterion-referenced
instrument and only the interpretation cf the results need dis-
tinguish the use is, at the very least, an oversimplification
of the concept of criterion-referenced measurement.
The definition of a domain or the procedures for the
construction of a domain of items is currently the eager con-
cern of much research and many leading people in the field.
Alkin (1974) has contrasted a few of the major researchers
work in terms of the burgeoning jargon which is entering the
field of criterion-referenced measurement. Apparently nearly
every major contributor is coining a series of terms to de-
scribe his approaches. Of particular interest is the work of
Baker (1974) . She points up the inadequacy of behavioral ob-
jectives as a self-sufficient basis for generating test items.
She identifies five necessary components: (1) the behavioral
objective ("domain description"), (2) rules for determining
content for the test items ("content limits"), (3) rules for
judging the adequacy of responses to items, (4) item format,
and (5) test directions. Procedures for item
generation for
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two nationally known endeavors — the Instructional Objectives
Exchange (Popham, 1974) and the National Assessment of Educa-
tional Progress (Wilson, 1974) — provide practical situations
in which varieties of item generation procedures for specific
applications were designed and carried out.
A word should be said about the types of criterion-
referenced tests being constructed. Items may be sampled from
well-defined content domains but they may not all be placed on
a single test form. They may be spread across test forms for
administration of many items from the domain to subgroups of
examinees sampled from the population. Thus, item-examinee
sampling, a form a multiple matrix sampling, provides a large
pool of items to be used over a given sample of examinees. A
good discussion of multiple matrix sampling and of procedures
in its use are given by Shoemaker (1973). A well- documented
application of item-examinee sampling with criterion-referenced
tests as part of a well-integrated criterion-referenced evalu-
ation system is presented by Gorth , 0 'Reilly, an<^ Pinsky (1974)
in their description of the Comprehensive Acnievement Monitor-
ing model.
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